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Abstract

Recently expanded efforts to catalogue genomic diversity within and among human populations

offer new opportunities for understanding human history and biology. The lens of adaptive evo-

lution is a powerful framework with which to interpret this data, because natural selection acts on

phenotypes affecting long-term outcomes of reproduction and survival. In this thesis, we present

a survey of the 1000 Genomes Phase 3 dataset (1KG) for signals of positive natural selection among

diverse human populations within the past hundred thousand years. To enable this analysis, we

first characterize background patterns of variation in the dataset and fit neutral demographic mod-

els to our query populations. Using these demographies, we implement a generative procedure to

run coalescent simulations under a broad range of selection scenarios realistic for humans. This

simulated dataset grounds a Bayesian analysis that implicates 678 genomic regions in 1KG as likely

targets of positive selection (median length: 94.5kb). Next, we use our simulated data to train a con-

volutional neural network to distinguish the adaptive causal variant from linked neighbors. Our

resulting method,DeepSweep, can localize selection signals to tractable sets of candidate variants for

functional scrutiny, outperforms available methods, and is robust to demographic misspecification.

Finally, we applyDeepSweep to our putative selected regions, functionalizing top-scoring variants

through (i) enrichment analyses, (ii) variant effect prediction, and (iii) querying directly for enhancer

activity using a massively parallel reporter assay. Taken together, our results support a strong role for

regulatory variation in driving local human adaptation. Moreover, recurrent association of candi-
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date selected regions and variants with autoimmune disease phenotypes suggests an ongoing role for

natural selection to infectious diseases in contributing to susceptibility to chronic conditions.
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1
Using genomic diversity data to query

human microevolution

As humans and other organisms moved to inhabit every part of the world, they were exposed

to myriad new environments, diets, and pathogens, and forced to adapt, leading to the great diver-

sity we observe today. Uncovering the mechanisms of this diversification has for years fascinated
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scientists and non-scientists alike. In 1858, Darwin and Wallace gave grounds for species evolution

when they articulated the principle of natural selection, the idea that heritable traits affecting an

organism’s chance of survival and/or reproductive success in its environment (i.e., fitness) will sim-

ilarly be more or less likely to be passed on to that organism’s offspring across generations, and will

therefore increase in prevalence (positive selection) or decrease (negative selection) over time [25, 26].

Scientists have continued to search for evidence of evolution and for the specific adaptations

that underlie it. Animal and plant breeders were some of the first to identify traits that are evolving,

as they witnessed dramatic changes in their stock through artificial selection. Haldane uncovered

the first known adaptive trait in humans when he observed that many diseases of red blood cells

seemed to be distributed in regions where malaria was endemic [63]. Haldane’s malaria hypothesis

was substantiated by Allison a few years later, when he demonstrated that the sickle cell mutation in

the hemoglobin subunit beta gene (HBB) was the target of selection for malaria resistance [3].

Through evolutionary genetics, many adaptive traits have been elucidated, from lactase persis-

tence and skin pigmentation in humans [131, 187] to coat color in field mice [105, 109, 126] to ar-

mored plates in stickleback fish [85]. These instances were all identified using a ‘forward genetics’

approach, in which a phenotype was first hypothesized to be adaptive and the underlying loci were

then identified. With ongoing advancements in genomic technology, we can now go further, from

testing evidence for selection on putative adaptive traits to uncovering candidate genetic regions

through genome scans. This transition from hypothesis-testing to hypothesis-generating science has

been made possible both by new data (e.g., genome sequences from increasing numbers of species

and genome-wide variation data) and by increasingly sophisticated tools that allow us to make sense

of this deluge of data and to fine-map evidence of selection to individual candidate variants.

Identifying such candidates is significant not only because they shed light on species histories

but also because they represent biologically meaningful variation. Given that selection operates at

the level of the phenotype, alleles showing evidence of selection are likely to be of functional rel-
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evance. Thus, alleles implicated in human selection studies are often linked either to resistance to

infectious diseases, as pathogens are believed to represent one of the strongest selective pressures act-

ing on humans [44, 88, 129, 148], or to chronic diseases, such as those associated with autoimmune

or metabolic disorders [18, 65, 139, 152, 190]. Identifying causal alleles can drive characterization of

the cellular mechanisms contributing to an organismal phenotype, opening new possibilities for

understanding disease etiology and intervention.

This introductory chapter provides an overview of the population genetic principles that form

the foundation of the analyses in this thesis. Additionally, it provides background on major ongoing

questions in the study of human evolutionary genomics that these analyses aim to elucidate. Finally,

this chapter includes a brief discussion of ethical considerations warranted by these analyses.

1.1 Positive selection leaves genetic ‘signatures’ that we can detect

Positive selection can cause a genetic variant to ‘sweep’ to high prevalence or fixation (100% preva-

lence) within a population. When a beneficial allele and linked variants at surrounding sites reach

high prevalence together, they produce a population-wide reduction in genetic diversity surround-

ing the causal allele [173]. This reduction, which persists until recombination and mutation restore

diversity to the population at the selected locus, is the hallmark of a selective sweep (Figure 1.1).

Computational methods for identifying sweeps take several forms, which reflect slightly different

population genetic ‘signatures’ of the selective event (Figure 1.2). These signatures can be grouped

by the data required to detect them: some require only genotype frequency data (e.g. SNPs) for a

query population, whereas others may also require phase specification, and others may require data

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are the most common type of genetic variation. A SNP indicates a site in
the genetic sequence where a single base pair can take one of several forms (alleles or variants).
Phasing refers to co-assignment of a diploid individual’s alleles across all loci to parental chromosomes (i.e., ma-
ternally or paternally inherited). For array-based genotype data, phasing is an important step to enable analysis of
linkage disequilibrium (LD). LD refers to non-random associations within a population between alleles at separate ge-
nomic sites, occuring as a consequence of physical linkage (i.e., the co-occurence of variant sites on a chromosome).
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Figure 1.1: The ‘classic selective sweep’ model of positive selection. Strong positive selection acting within a
population can cause a variant to ‘sweep’ to high frequency or fixation, carrying together ‘hitchhiker’ variants at linked
sites and disturbing patterns of neutral diversity [173]. The resulting stretch of sites in strong linkage disequilibrium
(LD) with the causal variant and with each other define a haplotype that can be detected using computational methods
until meiotic recombination restores diversity to the locus. In the ‘classic’ or ‘hard’ selective sweep scenario, a novel
mutation (red) confers a fitness benefit within the first generation of appearing in the population, and is quickly subject
to positive selection. Consequently, the adaptive mutation begins its sweep on a singular genomic background of
ancestral (grey) or derived (blue) alleles at nearby segregating sites. In recent years, studies have questioned whether
such ‘hard’ sweeps are the rule or the exception in human history [70], suggesting an important role for weaker positive
selection acting on standing variation across many loci [143].

from an outgroup population. Finally, these methods can be leveraged together in order to provide

better spatial resolution. We briefly describe each of these families of genomic signatures in turn.

Site frequency spectrum. As a selected allele and its nearby hitchhiker genetic region sweep to-

ward fixation, they shift the distribution of alleles in the population. The sweep causes a population-

wide reduction in the genetic diversity around the selected locus (Figure 1.2A). New mutations

appear on this homogeneous background, but they are initially rare because they have only recently

appeared in the population (Figure 1.2B). This creates a surplus of rare alleles (i.e., many sites near

the selected variant have alleles that segregate at low frequencies). Although the frequency spectrum

shifts back to baseline over time, the distortion persists for thousands of generations (several hun-

dred thousand years in the case of humans).
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Figure 1.2: Population genetic signatures of selective sweeps. Positive selection leaves ‘signatures’ on patterns of
population genenetic variation. (A) Beneficial mutations bring nearby hitchhiker variants to high frequency, causing a
population-wide reduction in the genetic diversity around the selected locus. This trough in diversity may be shallower
and/or narrower if the sweep is incomplete or if the mutation is not subject to immediate selection (i.e., selection on
standing variation or ‘soft sweep’). (B) A beneficial mutation brings nearby derived alleles to high frequency. After the
sweep is complete, novel mutations against a homogeneous background create a surplus of rare alleles. (C) A selec-
tive sweep causes extended haplotype homozygosity (EHH), a measure of linkage disequilibrium, to rise across the
genomic region that contains the selected allele. The plateau of high EHH begins to break down when novel muta-
tions and recombination gradually restore diversity to the population. (D) Differences in allele frequencies, reflecting the
population-specific action of selection, cause Wright’s fixation index (FST) to increase at positively selected and linked
loci between two populations. (E) Composite methods that integrate information from multiple signals of selection can
provide finer resolution and help pinpoint causal variants.
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One canonical metric for this effect is Tajima’sD, which compares the number of pair-wise dif-

ferences between individuals with the total number of segregating polymorphisms in a dataset [182].

Because low frequency alleles contribute less to the number of pairwise differences in a sample set

than do alleles of moderate frequency, a surplus of rare alleles inflates the latter value dispropor-

tionately to the former value. Thus, smaller (i.e., more negative) values ofD suggest a surplus of

rare alleles, indicative of a departure from neutral expectation (e.g. positive selection or population

expansion).

Selective sweeps distort the frequency spectrum in a second way: by increasing the frequency

of derived (i.e., non-ancestral) alleles. Under genetic drift, it takes many generations to bring neu-

tral mutations to moderate or high prevalence. However, in a selective sweep, any derived alleles

that segregate in strong LD with the causal allele also hitchhike to high frequency. Using a similar

approach as Tajima’sD, Fay and Wu’sH compares the number of pair-wise differences between in-

dividuals to derived allele counts [35]. Small values ofH indicate an excess of high-frequency derived

alleles, indicating a departure from neutral expectations in the region examined.

Linkage disequilibrium. As it sweeps through the population, a selected allele persists in strong

linkage disequilibrium (LD) with its neighboring hitchhiker variants until recombination causes

these associations to break down. Together, the causal allele and its linked neighbor variants de-

fine a haplotype. Thus, a second suite of methods for detecting positive selection looks for extended

regions of strong LD (or, equivalently, long haplotypes) relative to their prevalence within a popula-

tion (Figure 1.2C). The thought is that such regions must have swept to high prevalence quickly, or

else recombination would have caused LD to break down and the haplotype to shorten.

The local extent of LD in a given instance is often quantified using the extended haplotype ho-

mozygosity statistic [160]. One defines extended haplotype homozygosity (EHH) from a core site

(e.g., a site with hypothetically adaptive variation) to a specified distance out in both directions and

calculates the probability that any two randomly chosen chromosomes within the population car-
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rying the core site are identical by descent for the entire region. Thus, as one travels further from

the core site, EHH decreases, reflecting the action of recombination whittling down the haplotype

within the population over generations.

The integrated haplotype score (iHS) is an influential variation on EHH [194]. This statistic

compares the area under the curve defined by EHH for the derived and ancestral variants as one

travels further in genetic distance from the core region. By calculating the area under the curve

defined by EHH, this test captures the intuition that both extreme EHH for a short distance and

moderate EHH for a longer distance are suggestive of positive selection.

Another variation is the cross-population extended haplotype homozygosity (XP-EHH) statistic

[161]. This method compares haplotype lengths between populations to control for local variation

in recombination rates. These two methods are complementary in terms of their scope: whereas iHS

has more power to detect incomplete sweeps,XP-EHH is useful when the sweep is near fixation

within one population [139].

Population differentiation. An allele’s selective valence is dependent on the particular environ-

ment in which it exists. Different populations are subject to different environmental pressures, and

as a result, the traits that would be adaptive in each may be different. If selection is acting on a locus

within one population but not within other related populations, then the allele frequencies at that

locus among the populations can differ significantly (Figure 1.2D). This principle is the foundation

of a set of tests that rely on population differentiation to detect evidence of selection.

The most commonly used metric for population differentiation is Wright’s fixation index (FST),

which compares the variance of allele frequencies within and between populations [75, 201]. Com-

paratively large values of FST at a locus (i.e., relative to neutral regions) indicate stark differentiation

between populations, which is suggestive of directional selection. Comparatively small values indi-

cate that the populations being compared are homogeneous.

More complex models of positive selection. Because mutations happen randomly and not

7



in response to specific selective pressures, alleles may arise at a time when they are not immediately

beneficial. Such neutral alleles might reach an appreciable frequency within the population simply

as the result of genetic drift. If environmental pressures later change to render such a variant benefi-

cial, the scenario is termed selection on standing variation. Selection on standing variation is likely to

occur in two scenarios: when the selection coefficient and mutation rate are both high and when the

selection coefficient is small [69].

Selection on standing variation affects the genome in ways that are comparable to selection on

novel variants [10] but can be more subtle and therefore more difficult to detect. For example, LD

between the standing variant and its neighbors persists as in a classical (or hard) sweep; however,

compared with a hard sweep, the resulting trough in diversity is shallower, owing to the fact that

the standing variant has time to recombine and associate with different haplotype backgrounds.

This fact also distorts the frequency spectrum in a distinctive manner: compared with a hard sweep,

selection on standing variation creates a greater number of linked neutral sites that have alleles at

intermediate frequency [144].

A special instance of selection on standing variation occurs when the standing variant (or another

allele that performs the same biological function) appears on multiple distinguishable haplotype

backgrounds, e.g., as a result of recurrent mutation. This phenomenon is called a soft sweep [69, 135,

136]. It has recently been argued that soft sweeps may be the dominant mode of adaptation in many

species, and particularly humans, given their relatively small effective population sizes (Ne) for most

of their history [114, 122, 168], although this has been contested [82].

The population genetic principles outlined above provide a conceptual framework within which

we can distinguish positive selection from neutrality in genomic diversity data. In the next section,

Selection coefficient (s) refers to the measure of an allele’s contribution to an organism’s relative fitness or ability to
survive and reproduce (more precisely, to make genetic contributions to future generations) in its environment.
Effective population size (Ne) is an abstract measure, distinct from census population size, that refers to the number
of individuals in an idealized population that loses genetic diversity at the same rate as observed in the actual popula-
tion.
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we outline empirical findings from the application of these principles to the study of human history,

emphasizing evolutionary stories that have withstood enduring scrutiny as well as major questions

that remain open in the field.

1.2 Evolutionary genomics informs our understanding of human prehistory

Although longstanding population genetic theory provides a framework within which to ground

selection analyses of human genetic diversity, the synthesis and interpretation of these analyses has

been fraught, with early reported results replicating only weakly across large studies [2, 68]. A con-

stellation of early genomic studies claiming adaptive evolution of genomic regulators of brain size in

non-African populations [29, 30, 116] serves as an illustration of what can be at stake in such stud-

ies. The eventual retraction of this claim [117, 204] highlights the dual needs for (i) robust statistical

methods, including replication across independent datasets and proper genome-wide significance

correction, and (ii) functional validation of putative adaptive loci before assigning a phenotype

[192].

These complications notwithstanding, increasingly dense datasets have now enabled the detec-

tion of signatures of selection in diverse worldwide populations [33]. Taking into account only

genomic loci that have withstood scrutiny, some major trends begin to emerge (Figure 1.3). First,

selection events detected in distinct populations can often overlap, whether as a consequence of

(i) shared ancestry and/or introgression, or (ii) convergent evolution due to similar environmental

pressures [84]. In one canonical instance (discussed further below) the human lactase persistance

phenotype appears to have at least three separate geographical-historical origins (in Northen Europe,

the Arabian peninsula, and Eastern Africa) with at least five functional alleles characterized to date

[104].

Another theme is the recurrent role of admixture as a source of genetic novelty, both withinH.
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sapiens populations [83, 166], and together with archaic humans such as Neandertals in Western

Eurasia and Denisovans in Eastern Eurasia and the Sahel [52, 150, 151]. Although many questions re-

main concerning the history and disappearance of these species, their interbreeding with ancestral

H. sapiens is attested by the presence of genomic tracts matching hominin sequence in contempo-

rary individuals [55, 123]. Early comparative studies drew early attention to introgressed tracts over-

lapping genic loci such as STAT2 [119], OAS1 [120]and toll-like receptor genes TLR1/6/10 [24]. Sub-

sequent functional studies have demonstrated that many such introgressed variants contribute to

attenuated immune response in descendants of Out-of-Africa populations by modulating transcrip-

tional response of key inflammatory pathways in macrophages and other immune cells [129, 147].

We also note trends among the environmental pressures that have been identified as probable

drivers of selective sweeps in human populations. These can broadly be sorted into three categories:

infectious disease, diet, and climate. We briefly describe each of these categories in turn.

Infectious disease is understood to be the most prevalent driver of positive selective events

across human history, which is sensible given the supposition of an evolutionary ‘arms-race’ be-

tween pathogens and their hosts [44, 88]. Functional studies with mouse models have born out

the hypothesis that malaria-resistant phenotypes are driven by the same pathogenic variants lead-

ing to human blood diseases such as sickle cell anemia, G6PD deficiency, alpha thalassemia, and

hemoglobin C disease [98]. Similarly, non-synonymous variants of the gene APOL1 associated with

chronic kidney disease in homozygous African-Americans were found to drive in vitro lysis of try-

panosomes in serum, shedding light on observed genomic signatures of selection in West African

populations like the Fulani of Cameroon and the Yoruba of Nigeria [49, 94]. These instances high-

light the evolutionary possibility of overdominance (i.e., heterozygote advantage) as a recurrent con-

Archaic humans are members of the genus Homo that preceded anatomically modern H. sapiens, but ultimately went
extinct. Archaeological and genetic evidence has indicated that at least two such distinct species interbred with H.
sapiens populations, leaving genetic contributions observable today: Neandertals and Denisovans.
Non-synonymous mutations refer to changes in DNA sequence within the region of a gene encoding protein informa-
tion that substitute one amino acid building block for another, ultimately changing the form of the protein produced.
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Figure 1.3: An overview of the past 100,000 years of human migration and adaptation. Adapted from Fan et al.
2016 [33] and Nielsen et al. 2017 [130]. Homo sapiens reached anatomical and behavioral modernity in East Africa
some 200,000 years ago, with the ancestors of contemporary populations primarily emanating (both Out-of-Africa and
within the sub-Saharan portion of the continent) within the past 60,000 years. (For a review of H. sapiens migration
before 60kya and evidence of genetic contributions of these populations to contemporary humans, see [9].) Exposure
to new environmental pressures and contact with other ancient hominins (e.g. Neandertals, Denisovans) gave rise to
genetic and phenotypic adaptations that persist across worldwide populations today.

straint on positive selection in humans, particularly in response to epidemics. The idea that positive

selective events often involve some tradeoff is supported by growing consensus in the genomic com-

munity about extensive pleiotropy in humans [17]. Another ancient and lethal infectious disease,

cholera, may have driven differentiation at potassium channel genes in South Asian populations, al-

though it is not yet clear whether the causal mutations (or linked neighbors) are associated with any

other health phenotypes [87].

Diet represents another source of selective pressures driving human diversification, which makes

particular sense in the context of the metabolic demands of human pregnancy [19]. The convergent

lactase persistence phenotype is a canonical instance of this; intronic and promoter variants of the

gene MCM6 that regulate nearby LCT have enabled the constitutive production of intestinal lactase

in dairying populations in at least three regions of the globe [15, 28, 50, 104, 153, 187]. In East Asia,
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adaptation to a starch-rich diet has driven an increase in copy number of the gene encoding for sali-

vary amylase, AMY1, potentially by buffering against the fitness-reducing effects of intestinal disease

[137]. Differential availability of plant- and animal-based lipids is believed to underlie signatures of

selection at the fatty acid desaturase locus, FADS, for an Inuit population in Greenland [43], as well

as potentially African, European, South Asian and American populations [4, 96, 103, 110, 112, 202].

Climate, or perhaps ecological habitat more generally, represents a third major category of re-

current selective pressures in humans. Some of the most extensively studied adaptive loci affect skin

coloration, including SLC24A5, SLC45A2, HERC2/OCA2 andTYR [12, 131, 194]. Global pigmenta-

tion phenotypes have been driven by dual pressures clines: high ultraviolet radiation near the equa-

tor generated selection for eumelanin-rich pigmentation to protect against mutations, while low

amounts of UVB limits cutaneous synthesis of vitamin D3 and generated selection for depigmenta-

tion at greater latitudes [79].

Populations living at high altitudes in Tibet, East Africa, and South America have experienced

selection on variants modulating the body’s response to hypoxia, such as the transcription factor

gene EPAS1 containing putative adaptive SNPs associated with red blood cell count [11, 203]. In

particular, the Tibetan variants have been extensively characterized: researchers have shown that

the putative adaptive variants down-regulate expression in human umbilical endothelial cells and

placentas, and that a EPAS1 knockout mouse displayed blunted physiological responses to chronic

hypoxia [134]. This region is believed to be introgressed from ancient hominins closely related to

Denisovans, recapitulating the importance of admixture in human adaptation [77, 83]. Other candi-

date genes for further investigation include THRB and ARNT2, which both play a role in the hypoxia-

inducible factor (HIF-1) pathway, and which both appear independently in the Ethiopian and Ti-

betan analyses [164].

Transcription factors (TFs) are proteins that recognize and bind to specific DNA sequence motifs in order to alter
gene expression.
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Other instances of ecological adaptation in humans include a non-synonymous mutation in the

ectodysplasin A receptor EDAR. This SNP shows strong evidence of selection in East Asia and the

Americas; a humanized mouse model shows changes in hair thickness and sweat gland density, sug-

gesting a potential role in thermoregulation [86]. In the northern Argentinean Andes, where ele-

vated arsenic concentrations in available drinking water is common, a putative adaptive haplotype

surrounding the arsenite methyltransferase gene, AS3MT is associated with increased efficency of

urinary arsenic elimination [165]. More recently, a study of the Southeast Asian Bajau population

of ‘sea nomads’ found adaptation to a diving lifestyle, with variants of the PDE10A conferring larger

spleens that are better able to reserve oxygenated red blood cells [78].

By contrast, there has been less consensus regarding evolutionary inquiries into human mor-

phological traits such as height and body mass index, in part due to the massively polygenic basis of

these phenotypes. Initial reports of a cline of selection favoring taller stature in Northern Europe

[39, 59, 111, 158, 189] have failed to replicate in newer, larger datasets like the UKBiobank or GIANT

consortium, indicating uncorrected population structure as a likely confounder [13, 174]. In Central

Africa, genomic comparisons of hunter-gatherer populations with ‘pygmy’ phenotypes (i.e., small

body size) such as the Batwa with neighboring populations have provided evidence for adaptive evo-

lution at a number of loci that were height-associated in Europeans, although these remain to be

mechanistically characterized [80, 100]. Part of the reason such evolutionary stories may elude sim-

ple exposition is that many organismal ‘sub-phenotypes’ (e.g., femur length) could contribute to the

researcher-designated phenotype (i.e., height), and the selectional pressures or functional/genomic

architecture that condition positive selection for one sub-phenotype may vary separately from any

other sub-phenotype. Functional studies to characterize major effect loci (e.g. [60]) will be instruc-

tive in answering the question of whether (and, if so, and how) human height variation represents

local adaptive evolution.

Similar consternation has surrounded discussion of obesity phenotypes, with early speculations
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of ‘thrifty’ genetic variants that promote fat storage providing ancestral humans with an adaptation

to periods of food shortage [176]. However, targeted genetic studies utilizing GWAS loci and look-

ing for signals of selection in African, European, East Asian, and American datasets have found scant

evidence so far [8, 154]. Studies examining genomic outliers in South Pacific populations, on the

other hand, have found and characterized BMI risk variants as potential adaptive targets in the gene

CREBRF in Samoans and the gene PPARGC1A in Tongans [124, 127]. Thus, it remains plausible but

unclear whether metabolically ‘thrifty’ genotypes are efficacious in human BMI phenotypes.

The emergence of consensus for some proposed adaptive histories and controvery for others has

driven researchers to refine and expand the operative conceptual model of positive selection at the

genomic level. In the next section, we highlight a recent turn towards a non-classical paradigm of

positive selection in humans, in which weak or modest sweeps affecting standing regulatory varia-

tion at many loci allows evolution to ‘turn the knobs’ of an organismal phenotype to local environ-

mental conditions.

1.3 New paradigms of positive selection are coming into focus for human pop-

ulations

Most of the above elucidated instances of human adaptation are driven by singular variants of large

phenotypic effect with large selection coefficients; these presumably represent the ‘low-hanging

fruits’ of their respective datasets. In contrast, however, the consensus view from GWAS of human

traits is that pleiotropy is extensive and pervasive, with a database of loci associated with just 558

well-studied traits covering half the genome [17, 198]. Larger sample sizes will continue to enable

detection of weaker selective events and ameliorate the problem of ‘missing heritability’ for com-

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) represent a classical approach to identifting the genetic basis of a given
trait. In a GWAS, researchers gather genomic data from a ‘case’ population featuring a trait and a ‘control’ popula-
tion without the trait, and looking for genetic variants that are over- or underrepresented in either group under the null
assumption of independence between the trait and the variant.
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plex traits [196], although this latter problem may be constrained by other factors beyond rare and

unaccounted variation [37, 91]. Even in large and well-powered datasets, polygenic signatures of se-

lection can be particularly elusive to characterize, as population genetic signatures are diluted across

multiple loci [132].

Additionally, many of the above elucidated instances of local genetic adaptation in humans are

believed to adhere to the ‘classic sweep model,’ inasmuch as the adaptive alleles are imagined to have

been selected from the time of mutation de novo. In contrast, researchers have argued for the rela-

tive rarity of such sweeps in humans, noting that the average drop in heterozygosity surrounding

non-synonymous mutations fails to differ significantly from presumed neutral variants, unlike in

Drosophila, where hard sweeps are understood to be common [53, 70]. Rather, the mounting con-

sensus view is that most positive selection in human population has occured on standing variation

[32, 114, 168]. Distinguishing between a sweep de novo and a sweep from standing variation is not

straightforward, given the similarities in their genomic signatures and the fact of extended LD [169].

With these considerations in mind, we aim to develop sweep-detecting and -localizing methods

that will be broadly generalizable for human populations. A targeted scan for polygenic selection

(whether phenotype-specific or general) is beyond the scope of this thesis, which aims to leverage

population genetic data optimally towards identifying novel selective events in human history.

Moreover, such attempts may be premature, as indicated by the aforementioned consternation

surrounding reports of selection at loci associated with height in Europeans. Still, recognizing that

selection signals may be often distributed across multiple loci, we target small selection coefficients

driving a given locus. We note that whereas most published studies try to solve the ‘easy problem’

of detecting strong selection, we try to solve the ‘hard problem’ of detecting weaker selection while

retaining sensitivity for major events. We explicitly model sweeps both de novo and on standing

variants, and we ensure that our scenarios include major representation of selected alleles at low fre-

quency, as most novel alleles since the Out-of-Africa migration with realistic selection coefficients
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are unlikely to have yet reached fixation (Figure 1.4).
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Figure 1.4: Allele trajectories for realistic sweeps simulated in human populations. The fate of a beneficial al-
lele depends on many factors, including the strength of selection and the extent of the allele’s phenotypic influence
(i.e., whether it is dominant, recessive, etc.). Most alleles with realistic selection coefficients that have arisen since
the Out-of-Africa migration are expected to have not yet reached fixation in their respective populations. For example,
the causal allele of lactase persistence in Europeans, which has a dominant effect, is expected to take roughly 50,000
years to reach fixation, far longer than it has been in existence. Thus, despite offering one the strongest known selec-
tive advantages (̂s = 0.035 − 0.097) in humans, the allele frequency is only 80% in Europeans [187]. Beneficial
mutations that arose more recently or were under less extreme selective pressure are even more likely to remain poly-
morphic in the selected population, and many will never reach fixation because selective pressures can change greatly
over tens of thousands of years.

A weak selection regimen acting simultaneously on standing variants at multiple loci makes par-

ticular sense under the assumption that most biologically functional variants are regulatory in na-

ture [41, 42]. This idea has been a cornerstone of human evolutionary genomics since a canonical

paper in 1975 noted extensive protein similarity between chimps and humans, which was unex-

pected given their extensive phenotypic dissimilarities [92]. Subsequent evolutionary and functional

studies have lent further credence to this idea: the vast majority (92%) of rapidly evolving human-

accelerated regions (HARs) are non-coding, and 30% of these overlap enhancers, many of which are

active early in human development [20, 140]. By contrast, only 9% of significant GWAS variants are

in strong LD with a coding variant, suggesting that in most cases the unknown causal mechanism

alters patterns of gene expression rather than the composition of the gene product itself [73]. It has

Human-accelerated regions (HARs) are genomic segments that are strongly conserved throughout vertebrate evolu-
tion, but show strong differentiation (i.e., an accumulation of substitutions) in the human lineage.
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been shown experimentally that population-differentiated genetic variation can drive significant

differences in gene expression, lending further credence to the idea that regulatory mechanisms in

particular are a prime substrate of local human adaptation [125, 178].

1.4 Statement of ethics

Because all analyses in this dissertation use publicly available, de-identified genomic data, this project

does not qualify as ‘human subjects research’ of the form that is subject to regulation by an Insti-

tutional Review Board [170]. Still, this research involves humans (and, specifically, ethnically and

geographically defined populations of humans) and should be considered in advance from an ethical

perspective.

The Belmont Report outlines three ethical principles for researchers: justice, beneficence, and

respect for persons [128]. Because we have no means of contact or interaction with the individuals

who donated their genetic data, concerns of justice or respect are not immediately applicable. On

the other hand, the principle of beneficence is a broad mandate that requires us to consider the pos-

sible outcomes of our study to ensure that we minimize any potential harms.

This research project aims to describe instances of ancient adaptation that distinguish extant

human populations. As such, even statistically sound results have strong potential for abuse by

prejudice-motivated groups or individuals [71, 101]. To mitigate any such outcomes, we omit non-

medical behavioral phenotypes from our analyses.

More generally, we qualify claims of potential adaptive traits or loci by indicating the limits of

our functional validation efforts. Because we do not include, e.g., direct allelic replacement exper-

iments in selected tissue types or a mouse model, we note that our results are at best suggestive of

evolutionary hypotheses that bear further unpacking. As a first step, we seek to replicate pheno-

typic associations for individual loci across multiple databases [74, 180, 199] and to leverage available
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information to provide tailored hypotheses for further study.

1.5 Conclusions and dissertation overview

As a field of research, human evolutionary genomics is experiencing a moment of acceleration. Not

only are large curated genetic databases becoming commonplace, but new discoveries from ancient

DNA are offering a complementary perspective. Beyond new datasources, this acceleration is also

being catalyzed by new, high-throughput methods, both in the ‘dry’ lab (e.g. GPU-based neural net-

works) and in the ‘wet’ lab (e.g., massively parallel reporter assays). This dissertation aims to ride the

crest of this wave, leveraging these developments to provide an updated overview of positive selec-

tion in four continental human populations, one of which (S. Asia) has not yet been represented in

similar selection scans.

In Chapter 2, we fit a neutral demographic model to the 1KG dataset. This demographic model

enables the production of simulated data under controlled conditions that matches the 1KG pat-

terns of variation. Compared with previously published models, our results reflect an updated un-

derstanding of the magnitude of recent population growth and gene flow. We use this model to

enable a Bayesian scan for selection, implicating hundreds of novel and familiar regions across 20

populations.

In Chapter 3, we use simulations of selection and neutrality under our demography to train a

convolutional neural network to localize signals of selection with high precision. The resulting

method is robust to misspecification of demography, and enables production of tractable sets of

mutations for functional scrutiny from large genomic regions. We apply these methods to the 1KG

dataset to identify putative causal variants at high resolution. Enrichment analyses of these results

help to illuminate outstanding questions regarding differential burden of chronic diseases among

contemporary ethnic groups.
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In Chapter 4, we test a large set of high-scoring localized SNPs for regulatory potential using a

massively parallel reporter assay (MPRA). We identify SNPs that drive differential gene expression

between the ancestral and derived variant, and triage these for further investigation. Our results

broadly support the hypothesis that weak positive selection favoring standing regulatory variants is a

common paradigm of local human adaptation.

This research is important because the role and extent of selection in shaping human diversity

is contentious. Distinguishing from the null hypothesis of genetic drift helps structure our under-

standing of biological histories. Additionally, differential disease burden across human populations

may be partly explained by selection. Thus, identifying adaptive alleles with pleiotropic effects rep-

resents a new method for medical and functional genetics. This dissertation aims to lay the ground-

work to implement this approach as a proof of principle.
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This chapter is based on material presented at the 2018

American Society of Human Genetics annual meeting in

San Diego. It is currently in preparation for publication.

2
Modeling human demography under

neutrality and selection

A generative model of population history is useful for analyses of natural selection be-

cause simulated data can provide a framework within which to assess deviations from neutral expec-

tations, unlike studies that rely on empirical data alone. In this chapter, I describe the development
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and use of such a model for selection analysis of the 1KG dataset. In brief, I identified human ge-

nomic regions minimally affected by natural selection and used those regions to quantify patterns

of neutral variation that distinguish continental populations from each other. I then used stochas-

tic gradient descent to fit a series of four-population models to these target values. The resulting

‘best-fit’ demography is consistent with known parameters of population history, represents a major

update to published models, and provides a foothold for selection analyses. I next used this demo-

graphic model to generate marginal distributions for a series of component statistics under selection

or neutrality, enabling a Bayesian composite approach to identify regions potentially harboring

adaptive variation. I then compared these results with functional datasets, noting enrichment of

benign and pathological (auto)immune phenotypes. This suggests the particular relevance of infec-

tious disease as a selective pressure in driving differential susceptibility to autoimmune conditions

globally.

2.1 Introduction

Within the context of population genetics, furnishing a demographic model refers to the estimation

of historical parameters such as population branching times, effective population sizes (Ne), and

migration rates. With such a descriptive model in hand, we can use standard coalescent assumptions

[76, 93] to generate virtually infinite data resembling our query dataset under conditions that we can

control and perturb [31, 171]. This simulated data can thus become the basis of further analyses and

methods (Chapter 3).

Providing a demographic model for a given dataset can be challenging, because the dimensional-

ity of the search space grows exponentially with the number of populations being modeled. This is

because a minimal, constant-size demography including gene flow forM populations must include

M parameter values for population sizes,M− 1 parameter values for divergence times, as well as
(M

2
)
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parameter values for migration rates (assuming gene flow is constant and symmetric). The problem

of dimensionality is a major limitation for rigorous methods of demographic inference [61, 177], and

is especially salient given the global breadth of the 1KG dataset. Even with just four populations, a

static minimal model requires 13 parameters. Maximum-likelihood methods for demographic infer-

ence become prohibitively slow at such dimensionalities and are altogether infeasible at the dimen-

sionalities that would be necessary to handle fluctuations in population sizes and in migration rates,

as are generally expected in any realistic model of human history [67].

Models of human demography currently deployed in the literature [54, 61, 163] are configured for

the three original HapMap populations [51]: Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria (YRI), Caucasian/European

in Utah (CEU), and Han Chinese in Beijing (CHB) (Table A.1). These models are fit with high es-

timated certainty for a small number of parameters, given the aforementioned tradeoff between

model complexity and computational feasibility (Supp. Figure A.1).

However, large-scale studies that have taken place in the intervening years that have called into

question some of the major assumptions on which these models were fit. Specifically, researchers

have shown that (i) the human germline mutation rate is much smaller than previously believed,

(ii) gene conversion is a more pervasive source of variation than previously believed, and (iii) rare

variation is more extensive than previously recognized, suggesting that explosive recent population

growth has been an underappreciated facet of human past.

Mutation rate. Prior to the development of next-generation sequencing, the human germline

mutation rate was estimated by calibrating genomic divergence data with carbon-dated fossils. By

comparing human-macaque sequence divergence with fossil evidence for the split between apes and

Old World monkeys, researchers had arrived in the early 2000s at an operative rate of 1 × 10−9 per

base pair per year (i.e. 2.5 × 10−8 per base pair per generation, assuming an average human genera-

tion time of 25 years) [183].

This phylogenetic estimate assumes a roughly constant ‘molecular clock’ across all lineages. In
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other words, it assumes that the annual accumulation of mutations is uniform across the entire tree,

thus ignoring such complicating factors as discrepancies in generation time among species. On the

other hand, mounting data has suggested a slowdown in mutation rate throughout great ape evolu-

tion as a consequence of life-history evolution [27].

In recent years, advancements in sequencing technology have enabled direct estimation of muta-

tion rate in parent-child trios. The emerging consensus from such studies is that the human germline

mutation rate is much smaller, about 0.5 × 10−9 per base pair per year or 1.25 × 10−8 per base pair

per generation [162].

Allelic gene conversion. In the process of gene conversion, a ‘donor’ genetic sequence is copied

to homologous ‘acceptor,’ effectively replacing the original sequence. This can occur as one of sev-

eral cellular responses to programmed DNA double-strand breaks during meiosis, thus contributing

to population diversity. The extent to which gene conversion influences the landscape of genomic

variation within a population has only relatively recently been appreciated [81, 99, 141]. Direct esti-

mates of the rate of meiotic gene conversion in humans have noted extensive biases with GC con-

tent, as well as sex and age, but generally agree on average rates on the order of 6 × 10−6 per base

pair per generation [64, 200].

Rare variants and population growth. For much of its evolutionary history,H. sapiens has

had a smaller effective population size (Ne) than many other species. Additionally, long-term esti-

mates of dynamicNe are dominated by bottleneck sizes, as predicted for a population descended

from serial founder effects. In light of these considerations, even relatively recent models based on

sample-limited datasets cite per-populationNe as small as 1000 [118].

Simultaneously, however, expanding genomic cohorts have drawn researchers’ attention to the

wide scope of rare variation in human populations. This ubiquitous excess of rare variants is be-

lieved to be a consequence of extensive recent growth: the human population census size has ex-

panded by at least three orders of magnitude over the past 400 generations [89]. Again assuming
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a generation time of 25 years, this refers to the past ten millenia, and begins at an archaeologically

documented time of widespread adoption of advancements in domestication and agriculture in the

Fertile Crescent and elsewhere [205].

Population genetic theory predicts that natural selection is more effective in large populations,

so it may be counter-intuitive that extreme growth would result in an excess of rare variants. This,

however, is explained by a model including strong bottlenecks prior to growth [175]. One study us-

ing genomic regions believed to be evolving neutrally estimated 3.4% growth per generation over

the past 3-4ky, resulting in a 100-fold increase in effective population size [48]. Another recent study

estimated 1.5% growth with onset 7.26kya for a European dataset, and growth with 0.735% with age

of onset 10.01kya for a West African dataset [21]. Others have suggested that recent human popu-

lation size growth is best modeled as a two-step exponential process or a super-exponential process

[46, 185]. Specifics aside, it has become clear that accelerated growth through to the present is a crit-

ical feature of recent population history, creating a genome-wide excess of rare variation and moder-

ately weakened LD in contemporary populations [45, 157].

These considerations together hilight the need for a new demographic model with which to char-

acterize the 1KG dataset. We fit our model with updated estimates of mutation and gene conversion

rates, and with a two-step exponential growth in the recent past. Additionally, we added a branch

of the tree for South Asian populations (represented by BEB) to our topology for a four-population

model. Because we are not trying to perform demographic inference (and are therefore not limited

to one ‘true’ model), we decided to take a flexible approach and fit several models with a large num-

ber of parameters, selected either randomly or deliberately by a user, iteratively. We present one of

these models, and use it to ground a scan for positively selected regions in 1KG.
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2.2 Results

We provide a new four-population model of human demography, and use it to identify candidate

regions of positive selection in 1KG.

2.2.1 Patterns of neutral variation in global human populations

Because negative background selection (‘purifying selection’) is pervasive, affecting up to 95% of the

genome [141, 188], we first identified putative neutral regions of the form that we can easily model

using standard coalescent assumptions [76]. Our 7177 regions collectively include approximately 5M

putative neutral SNPs (Methods 2.4.1). We used these neutral regions to calculate target statistics

for our model-fitting pipeline. These target statistic values reflect population histories of divergence,

founder effects, and admixture (Supp. Figure A.2).

2.2.2 An updated model of human prehistory

We fit a four-population demographic model (Figure 2.1) to the 1KG dataset by iterating stochastic

gradient descent over 5-10 demographic parameters at a time (Methods 2.4). Compared with extant

models, the demography we provide reflects updated estimates of human mutation and gene con-

version rates. Additionally, it includes exponential growth at a realistic rate as a feature of the recent

past for all populations represented.

This model has an Root Mean Square Error value of approximately 1.5 (Supp. Figure A.3), com-

pared with a starting point of approximately 10 using a four-population adaptation of a previously

published model [163]. This indicates that the discrepancy between the fit model and the target is

within 150% of the variance contained within the dataset itself. Thus, our demographic model pro-

vides a reasonable starting point for simulation-based analyses of neutrality and selection in 1KG.
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Figure 2.1: An updated model of human demography across four (sub)continents. (A) Demographic model of four
1KG populations. Effective population size is given as branch thickness. Aside from one major introgressive event
from CEU to BEB, migration among population is not pictured. Ancient population size estimates are consistent with
estimates from Pairwise Sequential Markovian Coalescent (PSMC) analysis [7]. (B) An older demographic model
(Supp. Figure A.1) depicted to scale with the updated model. Recent population growth in this model is significantly
attenuated compared to our updated demography.

2.2.3 A database of selection metrics in 1KG

We used our ‘best-fit’ demographic model to generate probability density functions for a variety of

selection-detecting metrics (Supp. Figure A.4). Following [56, 57], these include the previously in-

troduced iHS,XP-EHH, FST, as well as ΔDAF (difference in derived allele frequency with an out-

group) and ΔiHH, which is similar to iHS but measures the absolute, rather than relative, difference

in EHHmagnitude between the ancestral- and derived-allele carrying-haplotypes. Additionally, we

included two recently developed methods optimized for selection on standing variation: these are
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nSL [38], which reimagines iHS using the number of segregating sites in a given stretch of sequence

as a proxy for genetic distance, andH12 [47], which jointly considers the two most prevalent haplo-

types at a core site when quantifying haplotype homozygosity.

We then calculated these same component scores for empirical 1KG data, and used our simulated

probability functions to calculate CMSGW scores, representing a per-SNP summary statistic aggre-

gated from the Bayes factor of all component scores [56]. We identified regions from these scores

in accordance with a simulated false positive rate of 1% (Methods 2.4.2). All of our component and

composite scores with regional information are publicly available as UCSC Genome Browser tracks.

2.2.4 Putative adaptive regions in 1KG

We identified a set of 678 non-overlapping genomic regions (median length: 94.5kb) as probable tar-

gets of selection in at least one of the 1KG populations using a false positive rate of 1% (Figure 2.2).

Together, these regions cover 81Mb, or approximately 2.5% of the human genome. Our regions in-

clude familiar and novel hits, with 299 regions unlisted in an aggregate database of putative selected

regions in humans [102].

These regions are enriched for functional and phenotypic potential, including annotated pro-

moter and enhancer regions (Figure 2.3). We found that enrichment in our global set of regions was

strongest for GWAS SNPs represented in the NHGRI-EBI database (ER = 1.476, p < 6.6 × 10−5),

followed by eQTLs in the GTEx database (ER = 1.461, p < 6.6 × 10−5).

We dissected eQTL enrichment by tissue, finding significant enrichment of regions with at least

one overlap for all but four tissues (Figure 2.3B). We observe the strongest enrichment in tissues in-

cluding uterus, liver, and white blood cells. These results are generally concordant with enrichment

observed in ENCODE-annotated regulatory mechanisms (not shown): for example, 299 our of our

To access these results via genome.ucsc.edu, navigate to the menu’s “My Data” > “Track Hubs” option, and load the
following url: https://personal.broadinstitute.org/vitti/ucsc/hub.txt.
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Figure 2.2: Novel and familiar signals of selection in 1KG. (A) Manhattan plot of CMSGW p-values in
1KG populations. Familiar adaptive loci are highlighted by genic target of selection. Significance cutoff cor-
responds to 1% FPR. CMSGW p-values are drawn from a gamma distribution fit to neutral simulated data
(Methods 2.4.2). This data is accessible as a UCSC track hub that can be loaded with the following link:
https://personal.broadinstitute.org/vitti/ucsc/hub.txt. (B) Length distribution for putative selected regions (median:
94.5kb). Regions are called using a sliding window approach, with adjacent or overlapping windows being merged
together. (C) Global sharing of putative selected regions. Number given in parentheses indicates subset of larger num-
ber of continental regions that are shared by two or more populations within the continent. In black, four regions are
shared across continents; three of these are shared between S. Asia and W. Europe (e.g. SLC24A5). (D) Quantile-
quantile plot comparing distributions of CMSGW scores in 1KG data with predictions from neutral simulations. Relative
concordance of theoretical and empirical quantiles suggests that most of the genome is selectively neutral, albeit with a
significant number of outliers.
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Figure 2.3: Enrichment of functional elements in putative adaptive regions. (A) Putative selected regions are
enriched for functional elements, compared to randomly sampled genomic background matched for length, repetitive
content and GC content. Asterisk denotes significance with corrected p < .05. (B) Enrichment of regions containing at
least one eQTL, by tissue. Significance is quantified empirically, as in (A). Colors are labeled according to tissue as in
GTEx [6].

678 regions have at least one H3K27-acetylated site in monocytes, indicating expression potential in

an immune context.

Of our 678 regions, 133 contained at least one significant trait-annotated SNP from the NHGRI-

EBI or UKB databases. Many of these associate with chronic autoimmune diseases, such as the CCR3

locus (associated with Behçet’s disease in an Iranian cohort; showing a signal of selection in GWD),

or TNFSF18 (associated with Crohn’s disease in a large European cohort, and showing a signal of

selection in GBR.) We examined enrichment of phenotype data from large biobanks, and found

significant enrichment for immunological traits, autoimmune disorders, and biometric traits (Table

A.2).

2.3 Discussion

Demographic models are a pain point for selection studies; an optimal, non-parametric solution to

the problem of detecting and localizing signatures of selection would not require specification of a

model, and would further be equally well-powered for any dataset regardless of its provenance. Pro-
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viding such an optimal solution is challenging because the background evolutionary processes that

condition the landscape of neutral genetic variation vary with population size and rates of gene flow.

Thus, the unknown demography of a dataset represents a critical confounder in its interpretation,

and even model-agnostic methods [1] show diminished performance for unidealized demographies

such as those including realistic human population growth (Supp. Fig A.6).

Because maximum likelihood methods become prohibitive at large dimensionalities, and rec-

ognizing that even individual genomes are heterogenous in their coalesecent history, we chose to

implement a versatile model-fitting procedure, generating several demographies that structure our

later methods development. For discursive and practical purposes, however, we choose a ‘best-fit’

model that is consistent with other large-scale published analyses of human population history. In

particular, our model coheres with the published PSMC results of the 1KG dataset.

Not all demographic parameters are equally critical in fitting the model. We found that our gra-

dient descent’s exploration of parameter space was driven primarily by recent changes in effective

population size. This makes intuitive sense: a present-day dataset is conditioned more strongly (i.e.,

more immediately) by the evolutionary context of its recent past than its deep past. This also co-

heres with growing consensus that previous models have vastly underestimated the extent of recent

population growth due to limited representation of rare variation in earlier datasets [89].

Two important caveats for use of our model follow. First, our model is not descriptive but gener-

ative. That is to say, we make no strong claim regarding inference of actual demographic history for

our dataset or ancestral human populations more broadly. Even within the context of a maximum-

likelihood approach, any such claim must acknowledge the choice of parameters to fit (e.g., West

African populations are assumed not to undergo exponential growth in many older models). There

are potentially many local optima in demographic-parameter-space that could produce similarly

Pairwise sequential Markovian coalescent (PSMC) refers to a computational method using high-coverage, phased
diploid genotype data to infer the genome-wide distribution of coalescent times, and from that to infer the most proba-
ble population sizes for the individual’s ancestry.
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realistic-looking data.

Second, even if we were to assume that our model represented the actual history of the ancestral

populations whose descendants contribute to the 1KG dataset, such a history would not be an ex-

haustive account ofH. sapiensmigration Out-of-Africa. Aridification over the past 500ky has driven

migration of human species within and out of the continent in multiple waves [133, 179]. Anatom-

ically modern humans left fossils in caves in Israel dating from almost 200 kya [72]. Archaeolgi-

cal evidence points to early settlers in locations such as Arabia and South China as far back as 80ky

[58, 106] The genetic contribution of these ancestral settlers, however, is understood to be minimal

compared to the effective replacement of populations emanating from East Africa within the past

60ky [107].

Figure 2.4: Phenome-associated signals in putative adaptive regions in 1KG. To-scale ideogram of selected re-
gions, genome-wide. Regions overlapping phenotypic signals from large GWAS databases (EBI, UKB, JBB) are col-
ored by category. Representatives of enriched phenotypic categories are indicated along with an example locus and
population. All depicted phenotypes are significant using a permutation approach with a Bonferroni correction for multi-
ple testing.

We deployed our model towards preliminary characterization of adaptive variation in 1KG by

deploying a genome-wide selection scan. Our regions include familiar ‘positive control’ loci (Figure

2.2), which bolster our confidence in the soundness of this analysis. More generally, our putative
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adaptive regions are enriched for functional (e.g. genic, conserved) elements, indicating that some

of them likely represent true adaptive events. Additionally, our regions contain strong enrichment

for regulatory elements, such as eQTLs and mutations disrupting transcription factor binding mo-

tifs (Figure 2.3). This result is consistent with the hypothesis that causal variants driving sweeps

predominantly act to affect gene expression.

We sought to annotate our putative adaptive regions from a phenome-wide perspective by lever-

aging large GWAS databases. We found broad enrichment for traits pertinent to immune response

(e.g., lymphocyte count). This is expected, given the understanding that pathogens are the strongest

selective pressure acting on humans historically [44]. Intriguingly, we also noted enrichment of

autoimmune diseases (e.g., Crohn’s disease). This suggests a possible scenario in which ancient adap-

tive variants could contribute towards contemporary maladaptive phenotypes, whether through a

change in selective pressure (as in the ‘thifty gene’ hypothesis) or due to pleiotropy.

Altogether, these regions, annotations and enrichments provide a foothold into identifying novel

adaptive events in human history (Figure 2.4). From our database of 678 regions, one can readily

identify a locus to investigate (e.g. on the basis of phenotypic association or population of inter-

est), visualize a range of population genetic statistics as genome browser tracks, and begin to triage

the most compelling variants for functional scrutiny. In the next chapter, we provide a new, high-

powered approach for such triage.

2.4 Methods

We describe our procedures to model neutral population histories for the 1KG dataset, the use of

these models to identify candidate regions for positive selection analyses, and the use of these regions

for enrichment analysis.
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2.4.1 Neutral demographic modeling

First, we identified putative evolutionarily neutral regions in the genome using the Neutral Regions

Explorer [5]. We identified regions with a minimum size of 1kb and enforced a minimum distance

to nearest gene of 0.1 cM and a minimum background selection coefficient of 0.95 [115]. We further

excluded all copy number variations (CNVs) and duplications to provide a final set of 7177 regions

collectively spanning 120Mb or about 4% of the genome and including about 5M SNPs. We esti-

mated target values for gradient descent by performing bootstrap calculations for a range of popula-

tion genetic statistics within our putative neutral regions in the 1KG dataset [163]. These are: average

heterozygosity, site frequency spectrum (folded/unfolded), FST, and LD measured with r2 andD′.

We then used our target values to calculate a given model’s goodness-of-fit to the empirical data

as a Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) statistic. Briefly, for each population or population pair, we

have a number of input statistics, each of which has a “target” distribution (from empirical data)

and a model-generated distribution that we are seeking to evaluate. We can provide an overall metric

for the model by calculating the total RMSE, Δtot, across all of ourm distributions:

Δtot =

√√√√ 1
m

m∑
i=1

Δ2
i (2.1)

Looking at a given distribution with n bins, we calculate its RMSE, Δi, by comparing the model-

generated mean,Xij, to the analogous empirical value, X̄ij, and scaling by a factor of the standard

error on the empirical mean, as follows:

Δi =

√√√√ 1
n

n∑
j=1

(Xij − X̄ij)2

σ2X̄ij

(2.2)

So defined, Δtot = 1 for a random resampling of the empirical data.

We generated simulated data from a given demography using a coalescent simulator [171]. We
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modeled ascertainment in our simulates by randomly discarding a quarter of singletons, reflecting

the validated power of discovery within 1KG at global allele frequencies as low as 0.01% [7]. We ran

simulates of 3 Mb regions, sampling the genetic map randomly from chromosome 1 [95].

We configured a base model by building upon the topology of a previously validated model [163].

We modeled contemporary South Asian populations as the descendants of an admixture event some

2-5kya between two parent populations, one more genetically similar to contemporary East Asian

populations and one more genetically similar to contemporary West European populations [156]

(Figure A.5). We ran iterative rounds of stochastic gradient descent, fitting 5-10 randomly selected

parameters within a given round. We brought error model from 10 to 1.5, indicating that the discrep-

ancy between the model and the target is within 150% of the variance contained within the dataset

itself.

2.4.2 Simulating selection and identifying putative adaptive regions

We used our ‘best-fit’ demographic model to simulate selection and neutrality in the 1KG popu-

lations. We ran coalescent simulations featuring selection on a single central variant within a 3Mb

region in one of four populations using a generative process with rejection sampling. For each pop-

ulation, we simulated many replicates of selection on a mutation taking place within that popula-

tion as well as replicates where the mutation arises in an ancestral population. For each simulate, we

sampled selection parameters randomly (see note on selection parameter distributions below) and

attempted to generate an allele trajectory consistent with provided demography. We subsequently

rejection-sampled simulates that could be generated from sampled parameters to ensure that we had

coverage of all present day selected allele frequencies from 5% to 95% for each population.

For each selection trajectory, we sampled three variables: the selection coefficient, the time at

which the mutation occurred, the time at which selective pressure began. When the selective pres-

sure is more ancient than the mutation (or contemporaneous with it), the resulting trajectory is a
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‘hard sweep;’ otherwise, the scenario represents selection on a standing variant. We drew selection

coefficients from an exponential distribution [184] with a mean of 20, representing the naive conjec-

ture that the instance of selection at the lactase persistence locus is two standard deviations above the

mean (i.e., using the upper-bound estimate of s = .1 [50, 187]). We sampled time parameters from

uniform distributions co-extensive with a population’s lineage in the model.

We calculated component statistics of selection for all segregating sites in each simulate. We used

a set of 25,000 simulates to furnish values for probability distributions for component statistics in

our Bayesian framework. This allowed us to calculate genome-wide CMS values as Bayes factors

(for region identification) as well as within-region CMS values as posterior estimates (for variant

identification, i.e., assuming a uniform prior for all SNPs in a putative adaptive region [57]).

We used a separate test set of 10,000 simulates generated under similar conditions to calculate

power cutoffs for region identification. We identified 10kb regions with 40% of SNPs scoring nor-

malized CMSGW above 5, reflecting a 1% false positive rate. We assigned p-values to CMSGW by

fitting a gamma distribution to neutral simulated scores.

2.4.3 Enrichment analyses with putative adaptive regions

We calculated genome-wide enrichment of functional and phenotypic elements for our list of puta-

tive selected regions with a permutation approach, comparing the number of overlapping elements

in our results (the ‘foreground set’) with many replicates of matched background. When matching

regions to genome-wide background, we matched for region size, GC content, and percentage repet-

itive content. We quantified significance on the basis of the number of matched replicates (n=15k),

applying a Bonferroni correction for multiple hypotheses. We used publically available functional

annotations from the GTEx and ENCODE projects, representing eQTL calls in 44 cell types and

DHS/epigenetic annotations in 100 cell types, respectively [6, 22]. Phenome information was taken

from UKBiobank, Biobank Japan, and the NHGRI-EBI GWAS Database, enforcing genome-wide
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significance cutoffs of 5 × 10−8 [74, 180, 199]. We curated a list of 459 traits (90 in UKB, 89 in JBB,

and 361 in NHGRI-EBI), each of which had at least ten significant SNPs and estimated narrow-

sense heritability greater than 0.1.
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2018, in collaboration with Sager Gosai. It also builds

on material originally published in Akbari, Vitti,

Iranmehr, Bakhtiar, Sabeti, Mirarab, and Bafna,

Identifying the favored mutation in a positive selective

sweep. Nature Methods 2018 [1].

doi://10.1038/nmeth.4606.

3
Distinguishing causal variants from linked

hitchhikers

The fact of physical linkage among nearby genetic sites on a chromosome represents both

an opportunity and a challenge for natural selection studies. On the one hand, patterns of linkage

disequilibrium (LD) are informative about ancestral recombination events, allowing us to detect
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regions under positive selection (Chapter 2) and other departures from neutrality. At the same time,

however, LD among putative adaptive variants within a region exacerbates the difficulty of fine-

mapping the causal allele(s). In this way, natural selection studies face a similar limitation as genome-

wide association studies (GWAS): interesting signals are straightforward to find, but difficult to

localize. This limitation has stalled mechanistic characterization of genetic variants affecting human

health and disease susceptibility [191]. This chapter presentsDeepSweep, a convolutional neural

network architecture trained to distinguish causal variants from linked hitchhikers in simulated data

from the previous chapter, and demonstrates the method’s utility in fine-mapping signals of positive

selection in 1KG.

3.1 Introduction

Localizing genomic signals of selection (or function, in the context of GWAS) means trying to lever-

age available data to computationally pinpoint which variant in an associated region is driving the

observed association. This enables the production of tractable lists of candidate variants to interro-

gate functionally. Thus, by ensuring that our localization methods are state-of-the-art, we can triage

the most compelling candidate variants for functional scrutiny (Chapter 4).

Early attempts to localize signals of selection used a Bayesian composite approach, similar to the

one we used for region detection [57]. This is a reasonable and straightforward approach, but it

suffers from several limitations, perhaps most notably the assumption of independence among sites.

To explicitly model such a complex dependency structure would be computationally prohibitive in a

Bayesian framework.

One way to circumvent this limitation is by using a deep learning framework. Machine learn-

ing refers to the field of computer science in which statistical models are designed to perform a task,

improving with experience. Deep learning is a subfield of a machine learning in which models are
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structured of massively interconnected layers of neural nodes. Information in the form of matrix

data propagates through the layers and is transformed at each node; the parameters that govern this

transformation are themselves ‘learned’ by the model through supervised training. This allows deep

learning methods to learn complex dependency structures in datasets, and apply them towards fu-

ture tasks.

Extant machine learning methods within the field of evolutionary genomics for selection (such

as S/HIC) currently focus on the detection and classification of sweeps, but not their localization

[90, 146, 167]. One exception is SWIF(r), which generalizes CMS to model joint dependencies

among two component scores at a time [181].

However, SWIF(r) is outperformed in simulated data by a separate, non-machine learning ap-

proach, iSAFE [1]. Similar to Tajima’sD, iSAFE considers the discrepancy between two estima-

tors of a value to detect deviation from neutral expectation. The value being esimated represents a

haplotype-specific count of derived alleles, thus combining LD and frequency spectrum informa-

tion into a single statistic. iSAFE does not require specification of population demography, and can

be applied analytically to any dataset. We found, however, that iSAFE performance deteriorates on

simulates featuring realistic levels of population growth (Supp. Fig A.6).

With these considerations in mind, we set about to design a neural network to localize signals of

selections to variant resolution. We were concerned to ensure that our network (i) was well-powered

for realistic scenarios of selection in humans, (ii) was generalizable to new data, and (iii) accurately

captured known positive controls. Our method,DeepSweep, meets these criteria, outperforms pub-

lished methods, and is furthermore fast and easy-to-use.
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3.2 Results

We describeDeepSweep, a powerful new tool for localizing signals of positive selection in population

genetic data, and use it to triage compelling SNPs from 1KG for further scrutiny.

3.2.1 DeepSweep is a powerful and generalizable tool for localizing selected

variants

Figure 3.1: DeepSweep is a powerful new method for localizing signals of selection. (A) DeepSweep output (top)
with input tracks of component scores (below) in a simulated 3Mb region of strong selection (causal derived allele
frequency = 70%) in an African population. (B) Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve forDeepSweep, bench-
marked against iSAFE. (C) Precision-recall curves forDeepSweep and iSAFE. Area under the curve (AUC) is indi-
cated for (B) and (C).
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We provide a new tool,DeepSweep, for localizing signals of selection (Figure 3.1). DeepSweep is

a convolutional neural network with 23 layers, adapted from a popular CNN architecture [159].We

trainedDeepSweep on 50k simulates of selection, using a broad range of demographies and selection

parameters (Supp. Figure B.1); of our 50k simulates, 35k represented selection on a standing variant.

Using a standard GPU setup from Google Cloud Platform, the method took less than a day to train,

and can be run on prepared data within minutes.

We found thatDeepSweep had strong performance on simulated data (Figure 3.1B, C), and fur-

ther that it was able to correctly recapitulate known functional variants for a range of positive con-

trol loci (Figure 3.2, Supp. Table B.1). We also found thatDeepSweep generalizes to new demo-

graphic models that were not represented in the training data. (Supp Fig. B.2).

Figure 3.2: DeepSweep captures known causal variants at positive control loci. (A)DeepSweep recapitulates
rs2814778, a 5’UTR variant in the gene DARC (ACKR1) encoding for the Duffy antigen. The derived variant is associ-
ated with resistance to Plasmodium vivax malaria. (B) An intronic variant in the gene MCM6 affects expression of the
lactase gene LCT and is believed to be the target of a selective sweep in Northern Europeans. (C) A non-synonymous
variant in EDAR has been associated with skin and hair phenotypes and is believed to be a target of selection in East
Asian and American populations. (D-F) Non-synonymous variants in pigmentation-associated genes TYR, SLC24A5
and SLC45A2 (MATP) are believed to be targets of selective sweeps in European populations.
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3.2.2 Top-scoring variants are enriched for function and regulatory poten-

tial

Given its sound performance on simulated and empirical data, we next appliedDeepSweep to the

678 regions that we identified as potentially harboring adaptive variation in 1KG (Chapter 2). We

used these results both to identify interesting candidate signals to pursue further (Chapter 4) and to

characterize the landscape of adaptive SNPs more generally.

Towards this end, we defined a set of top-scoring SNPs to query by taking the top 1% highest

scoring SNPs from each region. We used a two-step procedure to account for population-specific

LD in this set (Supp. Fig B.3) and matched against background to quantify significance. We found

that two major functional categories, eQTLs and GWAS hits, were strongly enriched among our

top-scoring variants (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3: High-scoring SNPs in adaptive regions are enriched for function. Functional enrichment of top-scoring
SNPs, separated by putative selected population. Significance is quantified on the basis of a two-step matching proce-
dure, modeling both local genomic context and per-SNP information (e.g., LD) in generating matched background sets.
All depicted categories are significant by empirical p < 6.6 × 10−5 (i.e., surpassing 15k matched replicates or more).
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We investigatedDeepSweep score distributions across our regions, noting that in multiple regions

our signals co-localize with the previously noted GWAS associations (Figure 3.4). While these as-

sociations could be spurious, they are consistent with a scenario in which a singular variant drives

both the signal of selection and of function, and thus provide a foothold for further locus-specific

investigation.

Figure 3.4: Colocalization of selection and association signals. (A) A selection signal in ITU near the gene TDRD15
shows overlap with a signal of association to cholesterol levels in the UK Biobank. (B) Overlap of a UKB height peak
with a selection signal in JPT near the gene COL11A1. (C) Overlap of a UKB height peak with a selection signal in
LWK near the gene PPM1A. (D) A selection signal in CDX overlapping the gene ARPC2 is associated with forced vital
capacity in UKB.
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3.3 Discussion

A convolutional neural network makes sense for specific problem of variant localization. These

methods were designed to input image data, process it, and provide an output variable. In our case,

the output variable is a score that can be flattened into a binary classification: selected vs neutral.

An image representation of our input data (i) is sensible, imagining each site as a pixel with several

‘color’ (component score) channels, and (ii) is pragmatic, enabling us to use fast GPU technology.

Moreover, the linear structure of DNA sequence ensures the existence of correlations among

nearby sites in terms of their input data. In a neural network, each node has a distinct local receptive

field, with a final fully-connected layer integrating all nodes from the previous field. This structural

feature enables individual nodes to learn local ‘filters’ that distinguish specific features of the data.

In computer vision tasks, this often corresponds to common pieces of a larger whole. In our case,

these filters represent stereotyped spatial distributions of component scores that were recurrent in

our training data.

A major concern for methods built on simulated data is the possibility of error in these models.

Similarly, a method trained on a bona fide optimal model may fail to generalize to another dataset

with a different population history. We sought to address these concerns by testingDeepSweep on a

published model that was not represented in the training data, and found thatDeepSweepwas still

able to perform reliably (Supp. Figure B.2). This indicates that although our method was trained

using simulations that each assume a given demography,DeepSweep is robust to model misspecifica-

tion.

There is a growing enthusiasm for machine learning methods in population genetics [40]. It may

eventually be feasible to train neural network using only raw variation data as input. We decided to

retain the use of summary statistics, reflecting our belief that these statistics capture useful informa-

tion that, at best, the network would need to waste resources re-deducing. Nonetheless, the calcula-
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tion of summary statistics is an important limitation of our method. While we have made available

such statistics for 1KG, other datasets will require their own calculation and score normalization

before they can be processed withDeepSweep.

3.4 Methods

We describe the development of a convolutional neural network to localize signals of selection, and

our application of that method towards identifying functional trends among putative adaptive

SNPs in 1KG.

3.4.1 Training a convolutional neural network (DeepSweep) to localize selected

variants

We used our ‘best-fit’ demographic model (Figure 2.2.2) and four variations (Supp. Figure B.4) to

simulate selection and neutrality in the 1KG populations. We generated 50k coalescent simulations

featuring selection on a single central variant within a 3Mb region in one of four populations using

a generative process with rejection sampling. For each non-basal population (i.e., all but YRI), we

simulated both replicates of selection on a mutation taking place within that population, as well as

replicates where the mutation arises in an ancestral population. For each simulate, we sampled selec-

tion parameters randomly (see note on selection parameter distributions below) and attempted

to generate a selected allele trajectory consistent with provided demography. We subsequently

rejection-sampled simulates that could be generated from sampled parameters to ensure that we

had coverage of all present day selected allele frequencies from 5% to 95% for each population.

For each selection trajectory, we sampled three variables: the selection coefficient, the time at

which the mutation occurred, the time at which selective pressure began (Supp. Figure B.1). When

the selective pressure is more ancient than the mutation (or contemporaneous with it), the result-
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ing trajectory is a ‘hard sweep;’ otherwise, the scenario represents selection on a standing variant.

We drew selection coefficients from an exponential distribution with a mean of 20, representing the

naive conjecture that the instance of selection (upper estimate of s = 0.1) at the lactase persistence

locus is two standard deviations above the mean [15]. We sampled time parameters from uniform

distributions co-extensive with a population’s lineage in the model.

For each simulate, we calculated component statistics of selection for all segregating sites (as in

Supp. Figure A.4), including the five original CMS scores [57] as well as nSL [38],H12 [47] and

iSAFE [1]. Input data for a given simulate thus can be represented in a SNP-by-score matrix, which

can in turn be encoded visually to enable fast computation with GPUs. We adapted network ar-

chitecture from a popular 23-layer neural network, training on input simulations until network

convergence [159].

3.4.2 Functionalizing putative adaptive variants

When matching top SNPs to genome-wide background, we used a two-step process to account for

non-independence of sites (Supp. Fig B.3). First, we clumped SNPs together on the basis of LD

within the putative selected population using PLINK [145]. We then matched both tag- and tagged

SNPs from our clumps on the basis of minor allele frequency, distance to nearest gene, local gene

density, and number of LD partners at a threshold of r2 > .5, as in SNPsnap [138]. For tagged

SNPs, we restricted our search to the local neighborhood of the match provided in a given replicate

to the corresponding tag. We matched top SNP sets for each of our four continental populations

to background 15k times, checking each of these for overlap with previously described functional

datasets (i.e. Chapter 2.4.3) to populate an empirical distribution and quantify enrichment, correct-

ing for multiple testing with a Bonferroni procedure.
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2018, in collaboration with Ryan Tewhey and Steve

Reilly. It is currently in preparation for publication.

4
Assaying top candidates for regulatory and

functional potential

Computational analyses are fundamentally limited in their ability to tell us about genomic

adaptation. While genome-scans and localization methods can bring compelling loci to light, the

phenotypic mechanism of any such locus must be interrogated in vitro before a basis can be properly
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established for its evolutionary relevance. Thus, because material resources tend to limit the pace of

research, the nexus between ‘dry lab’ and ‘wet lab’ biology is a critical juncture for human geneti-

cists. As a first step towards directly functionalizing putative adaptive variants, I worked with others

to deploy a massively parallel reporter assay (MPRA). This assay allows us to query the regulatory

potential of top-scoring sites, and further to identify SNPs whose derived and ancestral alleles dif-

fer significantly in their enhancer activity – suggesting a genuine molecular/cellular phenotype that

could create downstream organismal effects for selection to act on. Thanks to the method’s through-

put, our results allow us both to (i) make general statements about our input sites, and (ii) triage the

most compelling sites for further (e.g., tissue-specific) analysis.

4.1 Introduction

In previous chapters, we sought to leverage population genetic data to detect and localize signals of

selection, and then to integrate the publically available epigenetic, phenome-based and functional

data to provide a preliminary characterization of these signals. With these analyses in hand, we de-

signed a massively parallel reporter assay (MPRA) to directly test enhancer potential of 60k oligos,

representing 30k SNPs chosen on the basis of selection signal localization and variant effect predic-

tion.

Before the development of MPRA, approaches for identifying variation that affects gene regula-

tion was limited. On the one hand, high-throughput methods were indirect (e.g. epigenetic assays

identifying the broader state of a region, which may include many SNPs), while on the other hand

direct allelic characterization in an episomal or native context were low-throughput. MPRA is ideal

for our experimental setup, given our scope and given accumulating evidence for the significance of

regulatory variation (both in the field and in this thesis; see e.g. Figure 2.3).

MPRA is based on classical reporter-gene assays. In the traditional setup, a genic construct encod-
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Figure 4.1: Experimental design for massively parallel reporter assay. (A) MPRA measures expression of a mini-
mal gene construct for each of a large set of 200bp sequences. (B) Selecting SNPs for inclusion in MPRA. We popu-
lated a set of 30k query sites on the basis of (i) localized population genetic selection scores, (ii) variant effect predic-
tion (VEP) scores (i.e., generated from functional ENCODE data), and (iii) experimental controls. SNPs chosen for the
VEP tier were preferentially distributed to putative adaptive regions. For our localization and VEP tiers, we included 2/3
high-scoring SNPs, and 1/3 frequency-matched low-scoring SNPs. (C) Designing population-specific oligos for query
SNPs. For a SNP of interest, we assigned flanking variants for the two oligos on the basis of LD within the population
potentially under selection.

ing for an easily detectable protein product (e.g. GFP or luciferase) and a minimal promoter with a

potential regulatory sequence is put in plasmid and transfected into cells. MPRA tests a SNP for dif-
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ferential enhancer or promoter activity by placing each variant, along with up to 200 bp of flanking

sequence, upstream of a reporter gene that also carries a unique 3’UTR 20-mer barcode (Figure 4.1).

Array-based oligonucleotide synthesis enables the construction of individual libraries containing

tens of thousands of variants. We batch transfect these libraries into relevant cell types, then isolate

mRNA and read the 20-mer barcode by RNA-seq, which provides a quantitative value that repre-

sents the expression activity of the individual enhancer elements (oligos) tested.

We selected variants on the basis of scores either (i) via localization metrics (i.e.,DeepSweep,

iSAFE or CMS) or (ii) variant effect prediction (VEP) metrics [206]. VEP uses epigenetic data from

ENCODE across a large number of tissue types to make per-site predictions of regulatory potential.

For both (i) and (ii), we selected top-scoring SNPs, and reserved half as many slots for frequency-

matched low-scoring SNPs. We aimed to distribute these SNPs approximately uniformly across our

678 regions. We performed the first iteration of our assay (reported here) in HepG2 (liver) cells. We

plan to include results from four additional cell types when we complete our manuscript; these are:

lymphoblastoid (GM12878), myeloid (K562), neural (SKNsh) and kidney (HEK293T).

4.2 Results

We evaluate the regulatory potential of 27,923 SNPs in an episomal context in Hep2G cells, identi-

fying variants capable of driving differential expression. Our assay captures 93% of the library with

50+ tags in plasmid (10+ tags: 98%) and shows reproducibility across replicates (Supp. Figure C.2).

Our results implicate individual SNPs as potentially harboring causal alleles at a number of loci.

4.2.1 Active sites in MPRA

Of the 27,923 SNPs that we were able to assay, 5090 (18%) had a significant effect on the reporter

for at least one of the two alleles (Figure 4.2). Following [186], we refer to this set of 5090 SNPs as
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Figure 4.2: Thousands of assayed SNPs show local regulatory activity. We identified SNPs with at least one allele
significantly affecting reporter expression, using a Bonferroni-corrected significance cutoff of 1%. (A) Expression fold
change (RNA vs plasmid) against tag count. (B) Distribution of effect sizes (log2 of the RNA/plasmid ratio) for oligos
that were detected as being under- or overexpressed. (C) Odds ratios for the enrichment of regulatory annotations in
active sequences relative to non-active sequences.
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our “active” sites. Of these, 97% enhanced expression of the reporter (Figure 4.2B). This may be

partially explained by the assay’s use of a weak basal promoter, which is more sensitive to increases

in expression than to decreases. It may also reflect a larger proportion of activating rather than si-

lencing elements in the human genome, as has been suggested [186]. These active sequences were

enriched for regulatory annotations in ENCODE, including open chromatin (i.e. as identified by

DNase hypersensitivty sites), biochemical marks denoting active promoters and enhancers, and tran-

scription factor motifs (Figure 4.2C). Of these, the strongest enrichment was for promoter regions

(OR = 2.53, p = 3.4 × 10−78).

4.2.2 Expression-modulating variants in MPRA

For the identification of variants altering expression strength we considered only variants originat-

ing from sequences determined to have a regulatory effect. Of the 5090 active sequences, 786 had

allelic skew (15%, or 3% of all queried SNPs); following [186] we refer to these SNPs as “emVars,” in

reference to the expression-modulating potential of the two variants. Most emVars that we observed

have a modest effect; just 76 of them (9.6%) had an effect size with absolute value greater than 2.

We again noted enrichment for functional elements, here comparing emVars to active, non-emVar

sites. Enrichment was strongest for active promoters (OR = 1.80, p = 2.5 × 10−6) and enhancers

(OR = 1.81, p = 7.4 × 10−6).

Stratifying our emVars by inclusion criteria (Figure 4.4), we find that the majority of these (582

or 74%) were selected for the assay on the basis of VEP score. This is expected, given that these scores

are predictively generated from epigenetic data across many cell types, whereas our localization

scores are blind to all functional information. Still, variants chosen for inclusion solely on the ba-

sis of population genetic considerations generated a number of actionable loci. Comparing top and

bottom loci for each inclusion tier, we did not find significant difference in terms of the distribu-

tions of regulatory activity or emVar effect size (Supp. Fig C.3).
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Figure 4.3: Hundreds of assayed SNPs show allelic skewed expression. We identified active sites that further
showed differential expression between the ancestral and derived alleles, using a false discovery rate of 1%. (A) Dis-
tribution of expression strength (x axis) and allelic skew (y axis) for all 29k variants. (B) Cumulative distribution of the
absolute difference of the log2-fold change between the reference and alternate alleles for emVars (red), active variants
that were not detected as emVars (purple), and all other variants (black).

Our emVars lay the groundwork for a number of locus-specific investigations. We identify ten

emVars that directly overlap a lead GWAS SNP (Supp. Table C.1). Additionally, we hilight twenty-

five individual emVars detected through localization methods, with large effect sizes (|logSkew| > 2)

(Supp. Table C.2). In the next section, we discuss some of these promising candidates for further

investigation.

4.3 Discussion

We identified hundreds of variants in 1KGwith significant potential to modulate gene expression.

Many of these align with our theoretical expectation on the basis of population genetic scoring

and/or variant effect prediction. We can follow up on these particularly compelling variants on a
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Figure 4.4: Expression-modulating variants identified by localization of selection signals. (A) Expression and
skew, as in (Fig. 4.3), with emVars identified by localization/variant effect prediction indicated. Color scheme is
shared between panels. Two large-effect emVars with falling in well-annotated regions are hilighted (Chapter 4.3).
(B) Stacked histogram of allelic skew effect sizes for emVars hilighted in A. Taking into account the number of queried
SNPs in each inclusion class, we did not observe significant differences among discovered emVars.
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case-by-case basis.

For example, among our largest-effect results is the SNP rs12788626 (logSkew = 3.83). This SNP

is included in GTEx as a significant eQTL for the gene RCE1 in skin, and further alters four distinct

transcription factor motifs [197]. RCE1 encodes a metalloproteinase that is believed to play a part in

post-translational protein-folding [14]. This SNP sits in an extended region of positive selection for

BEB, and was originally identified byDeepSweep (Figure 4.4, Supp. Table C.2). We could pursue

the hypothesis of adaptive evolution in South Asians at this locus by confirming our MPRA’s emVar

result in native genomic context. While the function of the gene is not well-annotated, the associa-

tion to tissue suggests a possible organismal phenotype to do with pigmentation or thermoregula-

tion.

Another intriguing SNP with large effect size (logSkew = −2.62) is the emVar rs9912530, iden-

tified with Bayesian CMS (Figure 4.4, Supp. Table C.2). This SNP is an GTEx eQTL for the gene

KANSL1, and falls in a region reported as a hit for positive selection in our study in STU. This chro-

mosomal locus is a site of an inversion proposed to be under selection in Europeans [16]. Addition-

ally, it is rich in developmental phenotypic associations in UKB, including age of first facial hair

and hair balding pattern. Given shared ancestry and a history of admixture between Europeans and

South Asians, it will be critical for further analyses of this SNP to partition haplotypes on the basis

of nearby structural variation, which is omitted in SNP-based analyses.

A number of our results lend themselves to hypotheses reflecting the recurrent connection be-

tween natural selection and infectious disease [44]. For example, the emVar rs3771180 in the in-

terleukin receptor-like gene IL1RL1 shows significantly lower expression potential for the derived

compared to the ancestral allele (logSkew = 1.81), with the former reaching frequencies of approxi-

mately 30% in Sub-Saharan Africa compared with approximately 10% elsewhere. This SNP is tightly

linked (r2 = 0.95 in Europeans) with the lead SNP for a major GWAS peak for the trait of doctor-

diagnosed asthma in UKB. In JBB, this SNP is associated with eosinophil count; this makes sense
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given the role of eosinophils in asthma pathophysiology [113]. Additionally, this SNP is flagged as

an eQTL in peripheral blood, NK cells, and CD4/CD8 T cells in JBB and as an eQTL in lung in

GTEx. Altogether, this evidence suggests the possibility that a derived variant of rs3771180 (or an-

other linked site) could have been selected for a cellular phenotype that can more readily mobilize

eosinophils in response to infection. We can pursue this hypothesis further by confirming differ-

ential expression in native genomic context, and then by quantifying allele-specific responses to

infectious stimulus using a cellular migration assay in whole blood.

This assay characterized expression as driven by our input SNPs in liver cells. Before we move

towards characterization of individual loci, our next steps will be to characterize these same SNPs in

four other cell lines, in order to detect tissue-specific effects. Ultimately, any individual variants we

pursue will need to characterized by allelic replacement, and not plasmid expression, in the proper

genomic and cellular context.

4.4 Methods

We describe the production of an MPRA for putative adaptive variants in 1KG, and the statistical

methods we used to make sense of it.

4.4.1 Designing a high-throughput assay for localized SNPs

We made our list of SNPs by populating a set of 30k sites chosen from expanded 5Mb regions sur-

rounding our narrower putative adaptive regions (Figure 2.2). We selected SNPs to allow us to com-

pare regulatory potential for different classes of sites: high/low-scoring localization (DeepSweep,

iSAFE, CMS) distributed evenly among putative selected regions, as well as high/low-scoring vari-

ant effect prediction (VEP), distributed evenly among five available tissue types [206]. For each

SNP, we designed 200bp oligos surrounding the reference and alternate alleles by calling neighbor-
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ing variants on the basis of LD within the population (Figure 4.1C). To exclude the possibility of

biased genome architecture in top or bottom tiered SNPs, we ensured that our chosen variants for

the two tiers were similar with respect to GC content, repetitive content, and distance to nearest

known functional elements (Supp. Figure C.1).

The MPRA was performed at Jackson Laboratory, following previously published protocols

[186]. Barcoded oligos were synthesized by Agilent Technologies, and inserted into bacterial plas-

mid for library generation by Gibson assembley. We transfected prepared plasmids into cultured

hepatocytes by electroportation. Extraction of GFP mRNA was performed by hybridization. High-

throughoput sequencing of the UTR barcode allowed us to quantify transcription.

4.4.2 Quantifying expression

We filtered reads from tag sequencing for inclusion of the constant sequence in the GFP 3’UTR. We

normalized read counts across replicates using DESeq2, which estimates dispersion for each oligo by

modeling pooled count data as a negative binomial distribution and minimizes false positives at ex-

treme ends of expression by applying an empirical Bayesian shrinkage [108]. We ensured soundness

of our assay by measuring correlation across experimental replicates (Supp. Figure C.2).

We identified “active sequences” (or sequences with regulatory potential) using Wald’s test to

estimate significance for expression difference between the ancestral- and derived-allele-carrying

oligos. We corrected for multiple testing using a Bonferroni correction (n=27,923) and required a

corrected p-value of 0.01 or less in either of the two oligos.

For the identification of SNPs with differential effects on gene expression, we considered only

variants originating in sequences deterrmined to have a regulatory effect. We calculated p-values for

allelic skew by comparing the log ratios of the derived and ancestral expression values, using a paired

t-test. We calculated a false discovery rate (FDR) for skew p-values using the Benjamini-Hochberg

procedure, and set a 1% FDR cutoff.
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4.4.3 Calculating enrichment in MPRA data

Previously, we estimated enrichment and its significance empirically – that is, using a matching

procedure, and iterating in order to furnish an expected distribution for a given test statistic. This

was necessary because our foreground dataset is regionally structured. Here, we are able to cal-

culate enrichment analytically, on the assumption of independence among sites. We use Fisher’s

exact test, partitioning our assay input into a 2x2 contingency table according to enhancer status

(active/insignificant) and functional status (overlap/none). As in Chapter 3.4, we used publically

available functional annotations from the GTEx and ENCODE projects [6, 22]. Phenome informa-

tion was taken from UKBiobank, Biobank Japan, and the NHGRI-EBI GWAS Database, enforcing

genome-wide significance cutoffs of 5 × 10−8 [74, 180, 199].
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This chapter is based on material originally published

in Vitti, Cho, Tishkoff and Sabeti, Human evolution-

ary genomics: ethical and interpretive issues; Trends in

Genetics, 2012 [192].

doi://10.1016/j.tig.2011.12.001

5
Conclusion: making sense of human

genome diversity

Access to the genome has revolutionized the way that biology is done. Although the functional

concept of the gene long pre-dates the discovery of the molecular structure of DNA, the ability to

identify associations between genotypes and phenotypes has opened up a host of new possibilities
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for research and medicine. With the development of sequencing technology during the 1970s and

1980s, the goal of unraveling the genome of an organism in its entirety became feasible. As methods

continue to come of age, understanding of life, both its molecular basis and its genetic history, will

become increasingly fine-grained.

Evolutionary genomics is a powerful field of research, because it unites the disciplines of molec-

ular and evolutionary biology. By applying statistical methods to the genome, one can investigate

the history of individual genes and identify loci recently under natural selection. This allows one

to probe the landscape of evolution at an unprecedented level of efficiency and precision. At the

same time, however, evolutionary genomics has the potential to reveal facts about the history of the

human species that are too readily misinterpreted by a sensationalistic public, or warped to fit preju-

dicial agendas. Moreover, the dark history and heavy connotations surrounding the topics of human

evolution and genetics heighten the need for an ethically self-aware research agenda, and for an open

dialog among biologists, bioethicists and policy-makers.

In this concluding chapter, I consider some broader social implications of this research project,

and human evolutionary genomics as a whole. I first discuss the biomedical utility of this research,

and argue that this project helps to open new avenues of inquiry in population health. I then dis-

cuss how, if at all, this research project informs hard questions about race and ethnicity. I close by

reaffirming the need for scientists studying human biological diversity to reconcile the gap between

facts and values by situating their research questions in proper social context, treating confounders

of sound normative analysis with the same care given to statistical artifacts.
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5.1 Natural selection has shaped differential disease susceptibility in global

populations

Relative to other species, humans have for most of their history experienced limited effective popu-

lation size, pervasive founder effects, and extensive recent growth. Admixture has also been a motif

of human history, especially within the past 20 generations. Given these complications, it is reason-

able to press skepticism of adaptive hypotheses – both generally, and within the specific realm of

public health.

Natural selection can be seductive as a theory because of its simplicity, but facile characterizations

of human biological diversity run the risk of diverting researchers’ attention and material resources

away from characterizing important environmental contributions to disparities in health outcomes

[172]. Recent meta-analysis suggesting widespread overestimation of trait heritability due to uncor-

rected environmental or cultural factors lends particular urgency to this concern [37].

With this qualification, differential disease risk has long been observed in human populations,

controlling to the extent possible for environment. In the UK, for example, rates of mortality due to

ischemic heart disease are lower for African Caribbeans than Europeans, while South Asians are at a

higher risk [59]. Moreover, genome scans for selection have long noted enrichment of immune and

metabolic pathways, and recent functional validation efforts have born out mechanistic hypothe-

ses at a number of compelling loci [34, 62, 190]. These loci are often enhancers, recapitulating an

important role for regulatory variation in common disease [23].

In this study, we identified genetic variants that (i) are candidates for positive selection, on the

basis of population genetic signatures, (ii) reliably alter gene expression of a minimal construct in an

episomal context, and (iii) have been identified as lead SNPs in at least one large GWAS (Table C.1).

While it is far from straightforward to establish a direct link between past selection and a present

maladaptive phenotype, these variants and our results more generally provide a strong foothold to
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pursue evolutionary hypotheses [149].

5.2 How troublesome is our evolutionary inheritance?

In this dissertation, we have deliberately omitted behavioral or cognitive phenotypes from our anal-

yses. The rationale for this omission is both pragmatic and ethical: these phenotypes are (i) more

difficult to compellingly demonstrate in a human evolutionary context, making this preliminary

characterization all the more limited in its power, and (ii) more easily misunderstood or mischarac-

terized in retelling. Given these limitations and given the popular attention that human evolution-

ary genomics often attracts, we could not feel confident that any preliminary results of a behavioral

anaysis would not be abused. We encourage researchers pursuing controversial or essentializing

questions in human behavior and evolution [142, 155] to reconcile the desire to publish impact-

ful and groundbreaking work with the need to consider possible adverse outcomes, especially for

marginalized or vulnerable populations. This is not to argue that such questions should be verboten,

but only that, in the performance of socially volatile research, the researcher inherits a broad respon-

sibility to ensure that big claims are backed up by proportionally compelling evidence. Although

value-detachment is often imagined to be an ideal quality of a scientist [121], science is a social pro-

cess, and scientists are never justified to claim isolation from the predictable consequences of their

research.

This admonition notwithstanding, there is a market for scientific controversy, which can incen-

tivize speculative arguments or underpowered research studies. In a widely-condemned synthesis

of human evolutionary genetics [36],New York Timeswriter Nicholas Wade argues for the biolog-

ical reality of five continentally-defined race categories (i.e., qua genomic ancestry) [195]. Wade goes

on to argue that natural selection has driven differentiation of these racial groups and their sub-

Consider, for example, the use of non-behavioral published results in a far-right, white-supremacist online encyclopedia
to advance an problematic epistemological and normative agenda.
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populations in terms of their behavior, culture, and institutions. In one instance, Wade posits that

Ashkenazi Jews have experienced strong selection for improved cognition, which he describes as an

adaptation to capitalism (pp. 197-213); in another, Wade argues that the special success of Western

culture stems with population pressure that drove the development of open, innovative societies

(pp. 214-237).

What’s troublesome about Wade’s perspective is not that it is necessarily untrue, but that it is sub-

stantially under-evidenced. Wade leverages this circumstance to his advantage, portraying himself

as the Prometheus of a hidden truth that politically-motivated scientists are trying to suppress. He

leaves the reconciliation of his stance on human taxonomy with moral considerations largely as an

exercise for the reader, arguing simply that something can’t be racist or problematic from an evalua-

tive perspective if it is, after all, true.

Wade’s attitude towards the ontology of facts and values is, at best, glib. He is correct to gener-

ally affirm that a scientific finding could not justify, much less obligate, discriminatory practices in

a democratic society. But he ignores the psychological reality of the public perception of science.

Because data-driven information is typically presented as value-free, an audience attributes epis-

temic authority to it. From this epistemic authority, moral authority creeps in, typically reaffirming

a person’s prior conceptions in ways that are by now familiar to psychologists, sociologists and cog-

nitive scientists [97]. An illustrative example comes from the fascination of white supremacists with

lactase persistence [66]. Individuals who see this trait as a proxy for some deeper racial or genetic

superiority are ostensibly ignoring the the trait’s independent, convergent origins and continued

prevalence in East Africa and the Arabian peninsula.

Although Wade’s views on bioethics bear some pushback, the core of his argument is informa-

tive in understanding where his train derails. Wade wants to argue that anything that can be truly

“This, then, is the most significant feature of human races: not that their members differ in physical appearance but that
their society’s institutions differ because of slight differences in social behavior” (p. 136).
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claimed as scientific knowledge is descriptive and not normative in scope. Allowing this assumption

invites the question: how can the fact of our genetic inheritance, then, be ‘troublesome?’ The partic-

ular genetic information that describes and contributes tome as a person distinct from someone else

is merely that – information. Ex hypothesi, that information carries no normative valence. Still, it’s

plain to see that people do in fact end up assigning normative valence to genetic information. This

reductio leaves us to conclude that what’s troublesome is less our inheritance per se, and more so our

apprehension and stewardship of it.

As researchers and as people, we should honor the biological history of our species by moving its

research enterprise forward carefully. Just as the evolutionary dynamics that give rise to differentia-

tion and adaptation are complex and multifarious, so too is the process of generating good science.

Meaningful ideas that stand the test of time are born out through synthesis of different lines of evi-

dence.
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Figure A.1: Extant models of human demography are limited in scope. Human demography for three populations
as represented by a widely-used model [54]. As of March 2019, this model has ~200 citations in PubMed, and the
model from which it was adapted [61] has ~400. Effective population size is represented by branch thickness. Migra-
tion is not depicted.
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SUPERPOP POPULATION DESCRIPTION

AFR

ESN Esan in Nigeria
GWD Gambian in Western Divisions in the Gambia
LWK Luhya in Webuye, Kenya
MSL Mende in Sierra Leone
YRI Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria

EUR

CEU Utah Residents (CEPH) with Northern and Western European Ancestry
FIN Finnish in Finland
GBR British in England and Scotland
IBS Iberian Population in Spain
TSI Toscani in Italy

EAS

CDX Chinese Dai in Xishuangbanna, China
CHB Han Chinese in Beijing, China
CHS Southern Han Chinese
JPT Japanese in Tokyo, Japan
KHV Kinh in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

SAS

BEB Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria
GIH Gujarati Indian from Houston, Texas
ITU Indian Telugu from the UK
PJL Punjabi from Lahore, Pakistan
STU Sri Lankan Tamil from the UK

AMR

CLM Colombians from Medellin, Colombia
MXL Mexican Ancestry from Los Angeles USA
PEL Peruvians from Lima, Peru
PUR Puerto Ricans from Puerto Rico

AFAMR
ACB African Caribbeans in Barbados
ASW Americans of African Ancestry in SW USA

Table A.1: Populations represented in 1KG and their identifying codes. Population identifiers are as given in [7].
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Phenotype Number of regions Enrichment ratio
Albumin-globulin ratio 3 13.32
Asthma 3 8.85
Rheumatoid arthritis 4 6.44
Basophil count 3 6.19
Multiple sclerosis 4 5.87
Mouth ulcers 9 5.6
Neutrophil count 4 5.09
Granulocyte count 4 4.94
Diabetes (both subtypes) 5 4.56
Allergic rhinitis 3 3.91
Lymphocyte count 4 3.88
Myeloid WBC count 3 3.65
Monocyte percentage of WBCs 4 3.63
Chronic inflammatory diseases 4 3.59
Crohn’s disease 4 3.45
Monocyte count 4 3.18
Forced expiratory volume 8 2.71
Hand grip strength 9 2.33
Coeliac disease 7 2.28
Pulse rate 19 2.08
Forced vital capacity 18 1.91
Comparative body size at age 10 13 1.88
Weight 31 1.58

Table A.2: Phenotypic enrichment among putative selected regions. Enriched phenotypes with at least three re-
gional overlaps in our selected regions showing enrichment. All enrichments are significant by permutation with a
correction for multiple testing (Methods 2.4.3).
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Figure A.2: Patterns of neutral variation distinguish 1KG populations. Target statistics for demographic modeling
pipleline for 1KG populations. Population codes are as given in (Table A.1). (A) Diversity is reduced in non-African
populations due to bottlenecks. Among non-African population, it is highest in S. Asian populations due to recent ad-
mixture. Population differentiation between continental groups reflects patterns of global migration and divergence. (B)
Founder effects have created a surplus of intermediate frequency alleles in bottlenecked populations. Derived alleles
segregate at higher frequencies in African than in non-African populations. (C) LD decay as measured by r2 reflects
historical changes in effective population size. Complete LD among common alleles (MAF > 0.2) is less prevalent in E.
Asian than European populations, suggesting faster recent growth with more recombination events.
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Figure A.3: Model-generated data matches neutral neutral 1KG data. Model-generated values (darker) for four
simulated populations are within an allowable deviation from target values (lighter) from empirical data (i.e., as in Figure
A.2 for YRI, CEU, CHB, BEB).
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Figure A.4: Simulated sweeps provide marginal distributions for component scores. For each component score
and population, we generated a ‘neutral’ and a ‘selected’ probability density function. Many different scenarios are
included in the ‘selection’ scenario, with a priority given to weak selection on standing variation (Supp B.1).
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Figure A.5: Principal components analysis (PCA) of South Asian populations in dataset. PCA in a combined
dataset of five South Asian populations with one East Asian (CHB) and one West European (CEU). The first two com-
ponents together explain 51.5% of the summative variance, and enable visualization of South Asian populations along
‘east-west’ and ‘north-south’ gradients.
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Figure A.6: Power of discovery for iSAFE in expanding populations. We ran positive selection in the Gravel
model, [54], as implemented in iSAFE [1], following the selection regimens in the latter paper. We found that per-
formance (here visualized as a cumulative density function of causal variant rank) deteriorated when we toggled the
extent of recent population growth in CEU while holding all other parameters constant; by changing either present size
(A) or the number of generations that growth has been going on (B).
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Supplemental Materials for Chapter 3

locus DeepSweep causal rank iSAFE causal rank
DARC 1 1
MCM6 1 8
EDAR 2 34
TYR 1 117
SLC24A5 1 2
SLC45A2 1 10

Table B.1: RankingDeepSweep and iSAFE scores on empirical positive controls. See also (Figure 3.2).
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Figure B.1: Sampled parameter values for sweep simulations are reasonable for humans. We ran 50,000 sim-
ulations of sweeps in human populations. For each selection trajectory, we sampled three variables: the selection
coefficient, the time at which the mutation occurred, the time at which selective pressure began. When the selective
pressure is more ancient than the mutation (or contemporaneous with it), the resulting trajectory is a ‘hard sweep;’ oth-
erwise, the scenario represents selection on a standing variant. We drew selection coefficients from an exponential
distribution with a mean of 20, representing the naive conjecture that an upper-end estimate instance of selection at the
lactase persistence locus is two standard deviations above the mean [15]. We sampled time parameters from uniform
distributions co-extensive with a population’s lineage in the model.

ROC AUC DeepSweep iSAFE
Gravel, hard 0.997 0.995
Gravel, soft 0.987 0.937
Vitti, hard 0.999 0.946
Vitti, soft 0.991 0.869

Table B.2: DeepSweep and iSAFE power across different models and scenarios. Power is indicated as the area
under the curve (AUC) of a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve.

Average precision DeepSweep iSAFE
Gravel, hard 0.141 0.016
Gravel, soft 0.142 0.011
Vitti, hard 0.617 0.002
Vitti, soft 0.462 0.002

Table B.3: Average precision the ROC curve forDeepSweep across different models and scenarios.
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Figure B.2: DeepSweep retains performance for a new model. We found thatDeepSweep retained strong perfor-
mance (i) between hard sweeps and selection on standing variants, and (ii) in a published model excluded from its
training set.
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Figure B.3: Procedure for matching localized SNPs. Given a region with a localized metric of selection, we took the
top 1% highest scoring SNPs. We then clumped these on the basis of LD in the putative selected population using
PLINK [145]. For each clump, we match the tag SNP to an ‘anchor’ SNP on the basis of minor allele frequency, gene
density, distance to nearest gene, and number of tagging variants, following [138]. Then, for each clumped SNP, we
identify a similarly matched SNP within the neighborhood of the anchor. We repeat this process 15k times to generate
an empirical matched background set for each population’s top SNP list.
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Figure B.4: Alternate demographies included inDeepSweep training data. We implemented a versatile model-fitting
procedure (Chapter 2) to generate variations on our ‘best-fit’ demography. We included these in our training data in
equal proportion.
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phenotype SNP chr.pos (hg19) pop locus
Heel bone mineral density (BMD) rs10205410 2.54799599 FIN SPTBN1
Age at menarche rs72813590 2.61619233 PJL USP34
Eosinophil count rs3771180 2.102953617 GIH IL1RL1
Monocyte count rs2278682 2.136743143 CEU DARS
Esophageal cancer rs35203362 4.99909034 KHV intergenic (METAP1)
Age at menopause rs9348724 6.10887276 GWD SYCP2L
Type 2 diabetes rs55990156 7.69284007 ESN AUTS2
Body mass index (BMI) rs11973801 7.99102661 GIH ZKSCAN5
Uric acid levels rs619586 11.65266169 STU MALAT1
Mean corpuscular hemoglobin rs10896186 11.67369670 BEB intergenic (C11orf72)
Serum chlorine levels rs12912192 15.51057181 LWK SPPL2A
Serum creatinine levels rs12952384 17.37669536 BEB CDK12
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease rs72480748 19.41414481 JPT intergenic (CPY2G1P)
Standing height rs6142444 20.34374421 GWD PHF20

Table C.1: Expression-modulating variants identified by MPRA overlapping GWAS hits.
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Figure C.1: Top and bottom input SNPs for MPRA occupy similar genomic landscapes. SNPs chosen for our as-
say either scored high (‘top’) or low (‘bottom’) for one of several metrics (localization, variant effect prediction). Bottom
SNPs were matched to top SNPs from within on the basis of allele frequency. Local genome architecture between
matched MPRA top and bottom SNPs does not differ significantly.
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Figure C.2: Experimental reproducibility of our assay. (A) Correlation of normalized oligo counts between two trans-
fection replicates. (B) Normalized oligo counts for plasmid replicate compared to normalized counts from RNA.
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Figure C.3: Active and expression-modulating SNPs identified, by inclusion criterion. Top row: sites chosen on
the basis of variant effect prediction score (VEP). Second row: sites chosen on the basis of DeepSweep score. Third
row: sites chosen on the basis of iSAFE score. Fourth row: sites chosen on the basis of CMS score.
Left column: histogram of effect sizes for active sequences. Right column: histogram of effect sizes for emVars.
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SNP pop MAF Tier LogSkew Skew.logP Skew.logFDR
rs13158465 MSL 0.132167071 vep top 4.39652779 4.527873621 2.343502875
rs6542171 KHV 0.345863312 vep top 4.354555372 2.901167148 1.821220175
rs62351259 JPT 0.086538462 cnn top -4.23168839 4.71457909 2.373093131
rs13175643 MSL 0.139560476 vep top 4.150137625 4.060327373 2.232134976
rs71598626 MSL 0.10360989 vep top 3.846504046 3.851570544 2.203932482
rs12788626 BEB 0.220930233 cnn top 3.831752892 4.011463653 2.229710186
rs7096648 JPT 0.447115385 cms top -3.806564359 5.312992507 2.572062352
rs13175633 MSL 0.070355356 vep top 3.801987538 3.765237009 2.161580486
rs13175636 MSL 0.128202721 vep top 3.744228384 3.009437151 1.865367805
rs13176818 MSL 0.079645418 vep top 3.568650789 4.638484808 2.373093131
rs9626711 BEB 0.488372093 cms bottom 3.540242516 4.353739041 2.308856546
rs13158479 MSL 0.139914438 vep top 3.527419695 4.759455123 2.373093131
rs11973214 LWK 0.090909091 isafe bottom -3.321918426 3.385385665 2.009176465
rs116643998 YRI 0.111111111 cnn top -3.260463857 2.534079438 1.637318541
rs370822776 ESN 0.186868687 isafe bottom 3.236760378 5.540637235 2.572062352
rs71598627 MSL 0.10230843 vep top 3.215468676 4.185419869 2.234192769
rs34303926 CHS 0.357142857 isafe bottom -3.189000444 2.421598418 1.573949512
rs80269833 GWD 0.299170017 vep top -3.181357143 2.732625275 1.738619132
rs34258884 FIN 0.217733726 vep top 3.078506202 4.721844626 2.373093131
rs8097402 STU 0.392156863 cms top -2.94128699 5.524549742 2.572062352
rs111937498 KHV 0.131178036 vep top -2.860882195 3.044019344 1.882226105
rs6504407 GBR 0.278232068 vep top -2.827123549 2.921250927 1.831984671
rs541625835 GWD 0.053097345 cnn bottom 2.749183936 4.828570869 2.373093131
rs77652367 CHB 0.385540456 vep top 2.730210565 2.518985396 1.630972502
rs76746610 MSL 0.221921265 vep top -2.663495085 4.40627166 2.331404213
rs9289069 GWD 0.110873006 vep bottom -2.640587953 5.474422546 2.572062352
rs9912530 STU 0.078431373 cms top -2.621559028 5.487651271 2.572062352
rs570798036 GIH 0.262135922 cms top -2.596187268 4.641325545 2.373093131
rs1858929 CHB 0.16974403 vep top 2.57819251 3.88273403 2.216229719
rs73513541 ESN 0.464646465 cms bottom 2.573900688 3.481221552 2.046760973
rs13068111 CHB 0.161685199 vep bottom -2.571412724 2.318547264 1.527491191
rs325775 KHV 0.146464646 isafe bottom 2.557030117 3.561008603 2.056500338
rs76060738 BEB 0.147979409 vep top 2.540784238 2.339876304 1.537875444
rs55800632 CEU 0.238247812 vep top -2.537483193 3.486044131 2.046760973
rs60422589 MSL 0.103269927 vep top -2.514082658 3.602449062 2.08163388

Table C.2: Localized variants with largest effect size.
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